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Abstract
In recent years, we witness a great leap in data collection thanks to increasing number
of mobile devices. Millions of mobile devices including smart phones, tablets and even
wearable gadgets embedded with GPS hardware enable tagging data with location. New
generation applications rely heavily on location information for innovative business in-
telligence which may require data to be shared with third parties for analytics. However,
location data is considered to be highly sensitive and its processing is regulated especially
in Europe where strong data protection practices are enforced. To preserve privacy of
individuals, first precaution is to remove personal identifiers such as name and social se-
curity number which was shown to be problematic due to possible linking with public
data sources. In fact, location itself may be an identifier, for example the locations in the
evening may hint the home address which may be linked to the individual. Since location
cannot be shared as it is, data transformation techniques have been developed with the aim
of preventing user re-identification. Data transformation techniques transform data points
from their initial domain into a new domain while preserving certain statistical properties
of data.
In this thesis, we show that distance-preserving data transformations may not fully
preserve privacy in the sense that location information may be estimated from the trans-
formed data when the attacker utilizes information such as public domain knowledge and
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known samples. We present attack techniques based on adversaries with various back-
ground information. We first focus on spatio-temporal trajectories and propose an attack
that can reconstruct a target trajectory using a few known samples from the dataset. We
show that it is possible to create many similar trajectories that mimic the target trajectory
according to the knowledge (i.e. number of known samples). The attack can identify
locations visited or not visited by the trajectory with high confidence. Next, we consider
relation-preserving transformations and develop a novel attack technique on transforma-
tion of sole location points even when only approximate or noisy distances are present. We
experimentally demonstrate that an attacker with a limited background information from
the dataset is still able to identify small regions that include the target location points.
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KONUM ZAMAN VERI˙LERI˙NI˙N DO¨NU¨S¸U¨MU¨NDE GI˙ZLI˙LI˙K
RI˙SKLERI˙
Emre Kaplan
Bilgisayar Bilimi ve Mu¨hendislig˘i
Doktora Tezi, 2017
Tez Danıs¸manı: Prof. Dr. Yu¨cel Saygın
Anahtar So¨zcu¨kler: gizlilik atakları, konum zaman verisi, hareket yo¨ru¨ngeleri, mesafe
koruyan veri do¨nu¨s¸u¨mu¨
O¨zet
Son yıllarda artan mobil cihazlar sayesinde u¨retilen ve saklanan verinin miktarında
bu¨yu¨k artıs¸lar gerc¸ekles¸mektedir. Milyonlarca mobil cihaz (akıllı telefon, tablet ve hatta
giyilebilir teknolojiler) GPS c¸ipi ile topladıg˘ı verileri konum-zaman verisi ile es¸les¸tirerek
saklamaktadır. Yeni nesil uygulamalar konum verisine dayalı gelis¸tirilmekte olup top-
ladıkları bu veriler u¨zerinden yu¨ru¨tu¨len analiz c¸alıs¸malarıyla ticari fayda sag˘lamaktadırlar.
Toplanan bu veriler, analiz ic¸in u¨c¸u¨ncu¨ parti kimselerle de paylas¸ılabilir. Konum verisi
hassas kabul edilerek is¸lenmesi, bas¸ta Avrupa’da olmak u¨zere kanunlarla belirlenmis¸ olup,
veri is¸leme ic¸in o¨ncelikle veri koruma uygulamaları tatbik edilmesi zorunlu kılınmıs¸tır.
Paylas¸ım esnasında kis¸inin sadece kimlik bilgilerinin c¸ıkarılması mahremiyeti korumaya
yetmemektedir. Kamuya ac¸ık bilgiler ile es¸les¸tirilerek mahremiyet ac¸ıklarına sebebiyet
verdig˘i bilinmektedir. O¨rneg˘in kis¸inin aks¸am saatindeki konumu ev adresini is¸aret etmek-
tedir ve buradan kimlig˘ine dair bilgilere eris¸ilebilir. Konum verisinin bu s¸ekilde ac¸ıklara
yol ac¸maması ic¸in veri do¨nu¨s¸u¨m teknikleri gelis¸tirilmis¸tir. Veri do¨nu¨s¸u¨m teknikleri, ve-
riyi, istatistiksel o¨zelliklerini koruyarak, bir tanım ku¨mesinden bas¸ka bir tanım ku¨mesine
do¨nu¨s¸tu¨ren ve bo¨ylece kis¸inin kimlig˘ini gizlemeyi hedefleyen mahremiyet koruyucu tek-
niklerden biridir. Bu tez c¸alıs¸masında, mesafe koruyan veri do¨nu¨s¸u¨m tekniklerinin de
mahremiyeti koruma ac¸ısından gu¨venilir olmadıg˘ını go¨stermekteyiz. Bu c¸alıs¸mada iki
farklı atak yo¨ntemi ortak bir atak senaryosunu icra etmektedirler.
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C¸alıs¸malarımızı konum verisi alanına yog˘unlas¸tırıp konum ve hareket yo¨ru¨ngeleri
u¨zerinde detaylandırdık. Bu c¸alıs¸malarda saldırganın veri tabanına dayalı, eris¸ebildig˘i tu¨m
kaynaklardan edinebileceg˘i bilgileri de kullanarak gerc¸ekles¸tireceg˘i ataklar ile mahremi-
yet ac¸ıkları ortaya c¸ıktıg˘ını go¨stermekteyiz. Bu ataklar ile hedef hareket yo¨ru¨ngesinin el-
deki bilgiler ıs¸ıg˘ında benzerlerinin tekrar olus¸turulmasının mu¨mku¨n oldug˘u go¨sterilmis¸tir.
Ayrıca bu ataklar ile bir hareket yo¨ru¨ngesinin gec¸tig˘i veya gec¸medig˘i yerler hakkında yo-
rum yapmak mu¨mku¨n hale gelmektedir. Konum verisi u¨zerinde olan dig˘er c¸alıs¸mamızda
gelis¸tirdig˘imiz teknik ile, mesafe koruyan do¨nu¨s¸u¨m teknikleri ile do¨nu¨s¸tu¨ru¨len bir veri
tabanının ilis¸kileri yayınlandıg˘ında, saldırgan bu veriler u¨zerinden veri tabanındaki dig˘er
konum bilgilerine eris¸ebilmekte ve mahremiyet ihlallerini go¨stermektedir. Bu c¸alıs¸mada,
saldırgan bu¨yu¨k bir s¸ehirde toplanan konum veri tabanı hakkında biraz bilgi ile hedef
konumları sokak seviyesinde bulabilmektedir.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
We live in a digitalized world with various smart devices which assist us in all aspects.
Digital devices such as smart phones, smart watches, bracelets, and vehicles embedded
with Global Positioning Systems (GPS) devices collect massive amounts of data every
second. In our highly interconnected world, collected data can easily be shared among
different devices and service providers seamlessly through cloud systems. Although data
is collected in many different forms, it has one common key attribute that is the location
with time-stamp. Time-stamped location data is mostly collected in the form of GPS co-
ordinates as latitude, longitude pairs together with time-stamp of the measurement. This
form of data is also called spatio-temporal data where ’spatio’ stands for the location and
’temporal’ stands for the time dimension. Seamless collection of spatio-temporal traces
is even more pervasive with the use of applications deployed on aforementioned devices.
This is because users with or without notice and care often report their location informa-
tion via the applications that they frequently use (e.g. while taking a photo, checking in
to a venue, texting to each other or even playing video games).
When we consider the mobile applications, almost all free applications collect infor-
mation about its users as much as it is allowed to do. In order to use and benefit from the
application, one should share his or her data. Some features of the applications depend
on the location data (such as check-in) where user cannot use the application unless he
shares his location data.
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For instance, Swarm needs your location in order for the user to check-in which is the
core functionality of the application. Facebook uses location information when the user
uploads a picture in order to add location and time. In sum, most of the new generation
companies base their core businesses over user data. They tend to analyze and sell data
analytics as product and individuals’ private information becomes the rawmaterial of such
businesses. Outcome of data analytics is about the tendency of users i.e., how frequently
they visit places, how long they stay at a certain location, popular places and roads, traffic
information, and many more derivatives regarding to the business needs. Data analytics
is used to identify hot spots, campaign to targeted users (such as marketing to potential
buyers) and hints more information about the user (his social status, wealth, etc.) which
means that a company knows its users much more than his desire to share his private
information. On the other side, those data can be used for research purposes to enhance
technology. In all cases, users are concerned about their data and most of the time have
no other chance but trust the data processors. For instance, one can analyse the user
transitions from the distance and time-stamp differences between the check-ins [1] to
detect user activity patterns. The relation of the social ties from the social networks with
the user movement and its temporal dynamics can be captured through the location based
social networks [2]. Moreover, location based social network data allows to measure
user similarity to cluster similar users for targeted advertisement, product enhancement
and even discover shared similar preferences and interests [3, 4]. Through location data
analytics, one may discover the friendships as discussed in [5] by analysing behavioural
characteristics. On the other hand, the analysis of this data can also help the society, e.g.,
via traffic management in metropolitan areas though the analysis of traffic and passenger
flows [6, 7], road condition sensing [8], and fleet management. The potential value of
location from a business perspective is clear and in the last decade, we witnessed a leap in
machine learning and data analytics. Many techniques have been proposed [4, 6, 9, 10],
to extract more and more value out of personal data. While sharing and mining spatio-
temporal trajectory data is beneficial for the society, the sensitive nature of location data
arises privacy concerns. This has led to substantial research in location privacy [11, 12],
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and privacy-preserving trajectory data management [13, 14, 15].
Privacy [16, 17, 18] can be informally expressed as the right of an individual in con-
trolling the release and use of his own information. Location data is considered sensitive.
In the context of privacy of individuals and digital assets, which yield business value, data
holders should always be on alert and design their data release keeping privacy in mind
to ensure data owners’ privacy requirements. As the digital information grows very fast,
combining different sources of information becomes easier from the attacker’s perspec-
tive. Even more, the data sources may contain released data in anonymized, transformed
or perturbed forms. Data swapping and shuffling, additive or multiplicative perturbations
and aggregation-based methods are used for privacy protection. For instance, one can
use noise addition or rotation perturbation as further discussed in Section 2.1. Our work
applies on distance-preserving transformations and relation-preserving transformations.
In the first case, the released data consists of pairwise distances of the trajectories in the
dataset. In the latter, the released dataset contains only the relative order of the location
point pairs. Note that we do not need to know neither the exact location points nor the
pairwise distances but only the relative ordering.
Various privacy-preserving data processing and publishing techniques have been pro-
posed [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] to achieve the a desired level of privacy while retaining
valuable statistical properties of the data. These techniques tend to transform or perturb
data so that the privacy requirement is satisfied [25, 26, 27, 28].
As a motivating scenario, consider logistics companies with fleets that track their ve-
hicles through a vehicle tracking service. These logistics companies have an incentive
to cooperate. For example, if two vehicles that have similar routes are half-loaded, they
could be merged into a single vehicle, thus reducing the cost and also reducing the carbon
emission. If these two vehicles belong to the same company, then this can be done by just
querying the local trajectories. However if they belong to different companies then things
may get complicated since location data is commercially critical for competing compa-
nies. For example, rival mobile sales teams may observe the regions that are visited or
not visited to estimate the sales figures in different areas, which may be commercially
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critical. Therefore, companies may not want to share their exact trajectory data with third
parties. As an alternative, a distance matrix can be constructed from the trajectories by
the service provider from the collective set of trajectories in order to do analytics such as
finding the common routes. This way logistics companies can do distance based queries
on the released distances without seeing the exact trajectories which is one of the motivat-
ing applications of releasing distances as a dissimilarity matrix. Without such a matrix,
each fleet can only do local load balancing and merging of the loads for the similar routes.
Publishing the matrix enables them to do global optimization without seeing each others
trajectories. One may argue that, as an alternative scenario, the service provider may keep
the distance matrix and do data analytics. However, in practice the fleet management
service providers are specialized in machine-to-machine (M2M) data collection and they
may not expected to do data analytics.
A fleet company can provide its own data and the dissimilarity matrix to data analytics
companies for analysis and revealing hidden valuable information such as common routes
across the all fleets in the system or pinpoint potential uncovered regions by the other
fleets.
Even though privacy preserving techniques exist and data holders apply them, they
should be very careful while releasing their transformed datasets due to potential privacy
leaks which may not be foreseen prior to the release. Those leaks can be in various ways
such as recovering the original data.
In order to empower the privacy attacks, other data sources such as public datasets or
any piece of information that may be related to the transformed spatio-temporal dataset
can be incorporated. There are plenty of attack techniques such as mentioned in [12, 29,
30, 31, 32] pointing to privacy risks of transformed spatio-temporal datasets, which were
considered to respect privacy after applying privacy preserving methods. For instance, in
[33], location traces of mobile device owners are highly unique and can be re-identified
using few location points. They showed that with four data points they can identify up
to 95% of the individuals in a European country. The study reveals the sensitivity of the
location data from privacy perspective.
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In our work, we show that we can generate sufficient candidate trajectories of the
target trajectory with 50 known trajectories. With 50 known samples, we can show if the
target passes through a given region with confidence over 80% to 100%. Our false positive
rate is around 5%. We also show that negative disclosure of the the target around 80%.
In the latter work which we focus on sole location points, our success rate is more
than 95% and even up to 100% with 10 known samples. We studied noisy data and show
that our success rate decreases only by 10%.
To sum up, release of transformed data may lead to privacy risks which may not be
foreseen without a careful analysis. Our thesis is that, privacy breaches are possible in the
case of transformed spatio-temporal data release. We show that an attacker can utilize his
background knowledge to reveal data which is otherwise considered to be safe. Our work
concludes that the data transformation techniques in question is not satisfactory to meet
the privacy demands when the attacker knows even few data points from the transformed
dataset.
1.1 Contributions
In this thesis, we impersonate the attacker and explore privacy risks due to the release
of the transformed spatio-temporal datasets. The attacker knows a few data points from
the original dataset as background information. Utilizing his knowledge, he carries out a
known-sample attack.
Consider each location data in the form of (user id, latitude, longitude, time-stamp).
The data owner can remove the user id from the dataset prior to data release.
Moreover, the data owner may apply data transformation and perturbation techniques
to mask original data in the released dataset. The goal is to make sure that the transformed
data can not be linked back to the original data in order to ensure privacy. We assume that
a distance-preserving transformation is applied on the dataset such that only the pairwise
distances of the trajectories are released. In our second work, we study the privacy leaks
when the relation-preserving transformation is applied so that released data contains only
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the ranking of the data points with respect to their pairwise distances.
We assume that the attacker knows a few data points from the original dataset. The
attacker may obtain those points, for instance, as being a user of the system and storing his
own data or may collaborate with others who are using the system. For sure, the attacker
may benefit from any side information from public domain (e.g. over the Internet, social
hacking, etc.) and use it to enhance his attack.
Our work has two folds:
1. We show the privacy risks when the transformed dataset of trajectories (collection
of traces) is released and the attacker has only access to mutual distances in the
form of a distance matrix beside his own few background data.
2. We analyze the privacy risks when the transformed dataset of locations (e.g. check-
in data) is released but the attacker has access to the relation of mutual relations of
the location points. The attacker has access to very limited background information
about the dataset (i.e. knows few of locations).
In the first part, we focus on trajectory datasets. The mutual distances between tra-
jectories are released for data mining purposes. The attacker has his own trajectory data
(collected over a time with his own device). The attacker use his own data together with
the released mutual distances to discover the remaining trajectories in the dataset. More-
over, the attacker can infer if the target individual passed through a given area on the map.
If the inference is made, the attacker can discuss about the confidence of the inference,
which tells us if the inference is strong or not in order to conclude the target individual
passed through or not. Specifically, given a set of known trajectories and their distances
to a private, unknown trajectory, we devise an attack that yields the locations that the pri-
vate trajectory has visited, with high confidence. The attack can be used to disclose both
positive results (i.e., the victim has visited a certain location) and negative results (i.e.,
the victim has not visited a certain location). Experiments on real and synthetic datasets
demonstrate the accuracy of our attack.
In the second part, we focus on inferring the possible locations of the target. The
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attacker can access to the relations of the dataset. The relations of the data points are
derived from their pairwise distances. The attacker presumed to log his own locations
that is also shared with the application. By using his own location data and the relation
information that is released, the attacker tries to infer the target location (i.e. location
trace of an individual at a time). The attacker limits the space using the relations and his
own data until he can’t limit the space anymore. The remaining region containing the
target location becomes the output of the attack. As the remaining region gets smaller, it
is easier to pinpoint the target location. Experiments on real datasets show that attacker
can narrow the space up to 1% of the entire space. Considering the entire space as a city,
target location can be pinpointed at a street level.
In our studies, we focus on privacy risks of transformed spatio-temporal data release
of two different data types: trajectories and locations. In the case of indirect data release
through transformation and perturbation, we can demonstrate attacks that recover a target
location or a trajectory.
In both studies, we assume that the attacker has a few data points and show that the
attacker can recover target trajectories from the mutual distances, infer if the target passes
through a given location with high confidence. We also show that when the attacker has
access to the relations, then he can discover the potential regions where the target location
resides.
1.2 Outline
The organization of this thesis is as follows:
We describe the contributions and the motivation behind the discussions in this thesis
in Section 1. We discuss the related work and the background information regarding to
our work in Chapter 2. Preliminaries of the work including the definitions and the basic
concept are defined in Chapter 3. We describe two privacy attacks that embrace each
other from the attacker’s perspective. In Chapter 4, we discuss location leaks from a
transformed dataset preserving the distances of the spatio-temporal dataset. We point out
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the leaks in the form of location points, given an area or even a segment of a trajectory.
We further analyse the probability of the outputs and verifying the target is actually there,
turns out to be the performance indicator of the attack. In Chapter 5, we discuss location
leaks from a transformed spatio-temporal dataset resulting an area from the map that the
target data of the individual resides in. The attacker’s performance measured through
how small the regions, the attack concludes. Finally, in Chapter 6 we conclude the thesis
stating the results and discuss the future work.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
Our work is related to privacy preserving data transformation techniques. We studied
the privacy risks of data transformation techniques from the attacker’s perspective. Since
our work is on spatio-temporal datasets, location privacy is utmost important. Our work
involves privacy of trajectories and locations. Although the trajectories are formed of a
series of locations, privacy risks of such datasets show characteristic differences. We or-
ganize this chapter as follows: In Section 2.2, we discuss the location privacy techniques,
in Section 2.1, we provide a general overview of the data privacy literature discussing
perturbation and aggregation methods from recent works. Finally, in Section 2.3, we de-
scribe previous works on attacking various types of data transformations to prepare the
reader for our work discussed in Chapter 5.
2.1 Privacy Preserving Techniques
Data swapping and shuffling. Perhaps the oldest and most basic techniques in privacy
preservation are the simple swapping or shuffling of data values [34],[35]. A desirable
property of these techniques is that the shuffled values have the same marginal distribution
as the original values. Hence, univariate analyses on shuffled data yield the same results as
the original data [36]. On the other hand, no guarantees can be given in terms of attribute
correlation and multivariate analyses. Thus, although these techniques were studied in
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the earlier days of data privacy, they are no longer popular in the literature. In addition,
neither swapping nor shuffling guarantees that its output will be distance-preserving.
Additive perturbation. Another common technique is based on noise addition [37, 38].
In this technique, instead of releasing the original data X , the data owner releases Y =
X + R where R is a collection of random values (sometimes called white noise) drawn
from a statistical distribution. The distribution is often Gaussian or uniform. Additive
perturbation techniques have been heavily criticized in the literature, as several studies
have shown that it is possible to estimate original data from perturbed data, thus violat-
ing privacy [23, 39, 40]. Additive perturbation is often not distance-preserving, but may
preserve relation depending on the magnitude of noise. We evaluate our attack with and
without additive noise in Section 5.2.2.
Multiplicative perturbation. Multiplicative perturbation techniques can either perfectly
or approximately preserve distances between tuples. Oliveira and Zaiane introduced ro-
tation perturbation in [41] and showed its applicability to data clustering. In [42] and
[43], Chen et al. showed that rotation perturbation is also useful in classification, as many
classifiers are rotation-invariant, i.e., they are unaffected by arbitrary rotations. Rotation-
invariant classifiers include k-NN, SVM (polynomial and radial basis) and hyperplane-
based classifiers. Note that rotation perturbation perfectly preserves distances between
tuples, and are therefore susceptible to the attack presented in our work discussed in
Chapter 5.
In contrast, random projection based methods approximately preserve distances be-
tween tuples [19]. Giannella et al. argue that by tuning the parameters of projection, one
can ensure arbitrarily high probabilities of preserving distances [44]. They point to [30]
for preliminary results in this direction. Even though distance preservation is desirable
from a utility point of view, it also makes our attack more plausible. As we show in
Section 5.3, higher distance preservation increases the success rate of our attack.
Aggregation-based methods. Aggregation relies on grouping similar tuples together.
Then, one can sanitize and release either some statistical aggregates [45], some represen-
tative tuple [46] etc. from each group. Among popular aggregation-based methods are
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k-anonymization and micro-aggregation.
Sweeney and Samarati proposed k-anonymity [26], and sparked a plethora of work
in this area. We refer the interested reader to [47] for a survey. In k-anonymity, each
tuple is grouped with k 1 other tuples and these tuples’ values are generalized so that an
adversary that knows quasi-identifying information regarding an individual can, at best,
map this individual to a group of k tuples.
Micro-aggregation assigns tuples into groups of size at least k, and then computes and
releases average values per group [48]. Groups are formed based on similarity. The recent
work of Domingo-Ferrer et al. [49] provides a detailed overview of micro-aggregation and
its applications.
Aggregation-based methods are, in general, not distance or relation-preserving. A
straightforward example demonstrates this: Two tuples with non-zero distance can be
placed in the same group and aggregated (or generalized) to the same set of values, in
which case the distance between them will be zero.
Differential privacy. Differential privacy is a recent definition of statistical database
privacy [50]. It ensures that the computation of an algorithm stays insensitive to changes
in one tuple. The protection of differential privacy is different than the data model we
consider - differential privacy releases statistical properties after noise addition, whereas
in our studies, we assume that tuples (or pairwise distances between tuples) are released
after a transformation. Thus, our works are not applicable to differential privacy.
2.2 Preserving Privacy in Spatio-Temporal Data
Location privacy has been an important problem in various fields including vehicular
networks, location-based services, location and proximity-based social networks (e.g.,
Foursquare, Tinder) and mobile crowd-sourcing. Since it is implausible to review all of
these areas in detail, we present only some of the major approaches and findings.
In [51], Gruteser and Grunwald introduce the notions of spatial and temporal cloak-
ing for privacy-preserving access to location-based services. These rely on perturbing the
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resolution of data, through e.g., k-anonymization. In contrast, mix-zones break the conti-
nuity of location exposure by ensuring that users’ movements cannot be traced while they
are inside a mix-zone. Palanisamy and Liu [52] describe the state of the art approaches
in building mix-zones over road networks. We refer the reader to [53] for a comparison
between mix-zones and spatial cloaking. Gedik and Liu [54] offer privacy in mobile sys-
tems via the application of location k-anonymity. Andres et al. [55] introduce the notion
of geo-indistinguishability, a generalization of differential privacy for location-based ser-
vices. Alternative approaches to protect location privacy include path confusion [56], data
obfuscation [20] and addition of dummies [22].
There have also been efforts to unify the aforementioned approaches. Shokri et al. [28]
describe a framework that captures different types of users, privacy protection mech-
anisms and metrics. The authors also propose a new metric to measure location pri-
vacy, based on the expected distortion in reconstructing users’ trajectories. In follow-up
work [11], they use their framework to quantify location privacy under various types of
adversarial information and attacks. They conclude that there is a lack of correlation
between previously existing privacy metrics (e.g., k-anonymity) and the adversary’s abil-
ity to infer users’ location. Wernke et al. [12] offer a survey on attacks and defenses in
location privacy.
The main differences between our work and the location privacy literature are as fol-
lows: The threat in location privacy is often application and domain-dependent, and in
real-time, i.e., there is a need to anonymize the location of a user while she is actually
using a location-based service. Also, the knowledge of the adversary is a snapshot of
users’ locations or proximity to certain entities (e.g., a restaurant, another user) rather
than a complete trajectory. On the other hand, our work detailed in Chapter 4 assumes
that complete trajectories were collected and stored in a central, private database. We ini-
tially assume that privacy protection mechanisms such as mix-zones or cloaking are not
used. Although we then show the feasibility of the attack on partial and imperfect trajec-
tory data, modifying the attack so that it defeats a particular location privacy mechanism
is not the main purpose of our work.
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In privacy-preserving trajectory data publishing, the data owner has a database of
trajectories and aims to publish this database while preserving individuals’ privacy. In
our work in Chapter 4, we do not assume that a trajectory database must be shared with
the adversary in order to run the attack (and hence, most work in this area is orthogonal
to ours), only a distance calculation interface to a private database is sufficient. However,
trajectory publishing is relevant to our work in two aspects: an adversary who receives a
copy of the published trajectories can (1) calculate distances between them, and (2) add
the published database to his background knowledge, i.e., his set of known trajectories.
We first study anonymization-based techniques for trajectory publishing. In [13],
Terrovitis and Mamoulis show that given partial trajectory information, it is possible
to identify the full trajectory of an individual in a published database. They propose
a suppression-based technique to combat this problem. A similar suppresion-based ap-
proach is later taken in [57], where the authors implement the (K,C)L privacy model
for trajectory anonymization. Abul et al. [58] propose (k,  )-anonymity, similar to k-
anonymity but with an additional   factor to account for location imprecision. Nergiz
et al. [59] introduce generalizations in the area of trajectory anonymization, and study
extensions of k-anonymity as their privacy model. Domingo-Ferrer et al. [60] present a
novel distance metric for trajectories that is useful for clustering, and then use this met-
ric for anonymization via microaggregation (i.e., replacing each cluster with synthetic
trajectories).
With the widespread acceptance of differential privacy, the literature in trajectory pub-
lishing has also started shifting towards this privacy model. In [61], Chen et al. model
trajectories as sequential data, and devise a method to publish such sequences in a differ-
entially private manner. The main criticism of this work is that it only allows trajectories
that consist of points from a small, fixed domain (e.g., only a few subway stops). Jiang
et al. [62] try to address this shortcoming by privately sampling a suitable distance and
direction at each position of a trajectory to infer the next possible position. More recently,
Hua et al. [14] use differentially private generalizations and merging of trajectories to
publish trajectory data. In contrast, He et al. [63] build and publish synthetic datasets
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using differentially private statistics obtained from a private trajectory database.
Secure computation over trajectory databases enable users to perform various compu-
tations (e.g., statistical queries, k-NN queries, similarity search) on a trajectory database
securely and accurately, while the data remains at its owner (i.e., never published). As
argued earlier, the advent of these methods are sometimes a benefit rather than a burden
for our attack.
In [64], Gkoulalas-Divanis and Verykios propose using a secure query engine that
sits between a user and a trajectory database. This engine restricts users’ queries, issues
them on the database and then perturbs the results (e.g., by introducing fake trajectories)
to fulfill certain privacy goals (e.g., disable tracking). The authors enhance their work in
[65], supporting many types of queries useful for spatio-temporal data mining, e.g., range,
distance and k-NN queries. Liu et al. [15] develop a method to securely compute the
distance between two encrypted trajectories, which reveals nothing about the trajectories
but the final result. Most similar to this work is the work of Zhu et al. [66], where authors
describe a protocol to compute the distance between two time-series in a client-server
setting. In [67], Gowanlock and Casanova develop a framework that efficiently computes
distance and similarity search queries on in-memory trajectory datasets.
Last, we survey known sample attacks on private databases. In known sample (or
known input) attacks, the adversary is assumed to know a sample of objects in the pri-
vate database, and tries to infer the remaining objects. This is the setting we consider
in our work discussed in Chapter 4. Liu et al. [32] develop a known sample attack that
assumes the attacker has a collection of samples chosen from the same distribution as the
private data. Chen et al. [42] develop an attack against privacy-preserving transforma-
tions involving data perturbation and additive noise. They assume a stronger adversary,
one that knows input samples and the corresponding outputs after transformation. Turgay
et al. [31] consider cases where the adversary knows input samples as well as distances
between these samples and unknown, private objects. More recently, Giannella et al. [44]
study and breach the privacy offered by Euclidean distance-preserving data transforma-
tions. Although the settings of these works are similar to ours, they are based on tabular or
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numeric datasets. On the other hand, the data model we assume in our first work is trajec-
tories. Kaplan et al. [29] present a distance-based, known-sample attack on trajectories.
While the main goal of [29] is rebuilding a private trajectory as accurately as possible,
our work is concerned with location disclosure - that is via probabilistically identifying
the locations that a private trajectory has and has not visited.
2.3 Attacks on Data Transformations
We start this section with attacks on distance-preserving data transformations, and then
describe attacks on other types of transformations (e.g., approximate distance-preserving
transformations, additive perturbation etc.)
In [32], Liu et al. develop two attacks on distance-preserving data transformations:
(1) The attacker has a set of known samples, which are i.i.d. from the same distribution
as the private (original) data. The attack is based on mapping the principal components
of the sample (which represents the distribution of the original data) to that of the per-
turbed data. This helps the attacker estimate the perturbation matrix. Since this attack
is a known-sample attack, it is comparable to ours. However, as pointed out in [44], it
requires a significant number of samples that accurately represent the distribution of the
original data, otherwise it will be unsuccessful. (2) The second attack is a known input-
output attack, in which the attacker has a set of original data tuples and their perturbed
versions. The attacker then constructs a perturbation matrix that would yield the input-
output pairs. They assume the attacker has several (v, v0) pairs and reverse-engineer the
matrix R that would satisfy v0 = Rv for the pairs the attacker has. In this attack, the
attacker’s background information is different and stronger than ours.
In [31], Turgay et al. extend the attacks in [32] by assuming that the attacker only
has a similarity/distance matrix (instead of the perturbed data) and the global distribution
of the original data. They develop attacks based on principal component analysis, with
and without known samples. Our proposed attack works without knowledge of the global
distribution.
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Mukherjee et al. [68] use a perturbation algorithm based on Fourier transform to
achieve privacy. The proposed approach approximately preserves distances between tu-
ples. Their privacy relies on a random permutation of the Fourier transform parameters.
Therefore, they analyze cases where the permutation is known by the attacker. How-
ever, they do not consider known sample attacks. Since one of their goals is to preserve
distances, their approach could well be susceptible to attacks on distance-preserving and
relation-preserving transformations, such as our work.
Both [19] and [69] study independent component analysis (ICA) based attacks on
multiplicative perturbation. Specifically, in [19], Liu et al. consider ICA-based attacks
on random projection. In [69], Guo and Wu assume that the attacker knows some data
columns and aims to retrieve the remaining columns using ICA. On the other hand, Chen
and Liu [43] argue that ICA attacks are ineffective against random perturbation and rota-
tions.
Closely related to our work is Giannella et al.’s attack in [44]. In their study, Giannella
et al. assume that the attacker has a set of known samples, and focus on the case where
the number of known samples is less than the number of data dimensions. Their attack
links the known samples to their perturbed tuples, and furthermore, for unlinked perturbed
tuples they estimate the probability of retrieving their original values.
Finally, for a recent and more detailed survey on deriving information from data trans-
formations and perturbed data, we refer the reader to [70].
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Chapter 3
Preliminaries
In this chapter, we provide the main terms and the notions that we use in our works. These
are the building block components given in the form of definitions. Note that some of the
definitions are common for the entire work while the remaining definitions are referred
only within its own chapter.
We first formally define what a trajectory is in Definition 1. In order to discuss the in-
terpolation based attack detailed in Chapter 4, we formally define the linear interpolation
function in Definition 2. Then, we also describe an interpolated trajectory in Definition 3.
Formal definition of Euclidean Distance which is used in entire work given in Definition 4.
We maintain our attack scenarios over the distance matrix defined in Definition 5. Based
on Euclidean distance, we define the distance between trajectories in Definition 6. We
also present the notion of distance compliant trajectory to differentiate generated trajec-
tories according to predefined constraints formally described in 7. We discuss the notion
of proximity oracle in Definition 8. We introduce the location disclosure confidence in
Definition 9. In our latter work detailed in Chapter 5, we describe distance-preserving
transformation in Definition 10. Then, we define the notion of relation-preserving trans-
formation in Definition 11. In order to discuss the attack operators, we formally define
the high dimension concepts of Hypersphere, Hyperball in Definition 12 and Definition
13 respectively. Then, we present the notion of equidistant hyperplane in Definition 14.
We finally introduce the notion of Half-space in Definition 15 and conclude this chapter.
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Definition 1 (Trajectory). We represent a trajectory T as a finite list of locations with
time-stamps, as follows: T = ((p1, t1), (p2, t2), ..., (pn, tn)). ti corresponds to the time-
stamp, and a trajectory is sorted by its time-stamps, i.e., 8i 2 T , ti < ti+1. Each pi
represents a 2-dimensional location with x and y coordinates, i.e., pi = (xi, yi). |T |
denotes the size of the trajectory, i.e., |T | = n.
We define the following operations on locations: The scalar multiplication of a con-
stant k with location pi is defined as k · pi = (k ⇥ xi, k ⇥ yi), where ⇥ is the arithmetic
multiplication operator. We use the norm of a location to refer to the Euclidean vector
norm, i.e., ||pi|| = x2i + y2i . Also, for two locations pi and pj , pi  pj = (xi xj, yi  yj),
where   represents addition or subtraction. When there are multiple trajectories, we use
superscripts to refer to the trajectory and subscripts for the locations within a trajectory,
e.g., T j is the j’th trajectory in the database and pji is the i’th location in T j .
We consider that mobile devices signal their location at desired time-stamps Q =
(t1, t2, ..., tn), and each signal is collected and stored as an ordered pair within the device’s
trajectory (pi, ti) 2 T . This implies that the time-stamps of all trajectories in the database
are synchronous. We reckon, however, that this is a strong assumption in real-life uses
of mobile devices, e.g., some samples might not be gathered due to signal loss etc. If
such cases are rare, the data owner may decide to keep only those time-stamps for which
a location entry exists in all trajectories, and drop those time-stamps where one or more
trajectories imply a signal loss. Alternatively, to fill in the missing entries in a trajectory,
one can use linear interpolation as follows.
Definition 2 (Linear Interpolation Function). Let pi = (xi, yi) and pj = (xj, yj) be two
locations in a trajectory, sampled at time ti and tj respectively, where ti < tj . A location
pk = (xk, yk) at time-stamp tk, where ti < tk < tj is interpolated using the interpolation
function I((pi, ti), (pj, tj), tk) = pk where:
xk = xi + (xj   xi) · tk   ti
tj   ti , yk = yi + (yj   yi) ·
tk   ti
tj   ti
Let T be a imperfect trajectory with missing entries. For each missing entry (i.e.,
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Figure 3.1: Linear interpolation of partial trajectories
tk where a (pk, tk) 62 T ), e.g., the signal at time tk was lost, we interpolate pk: Let ti,
ti < tk, be the largest time-stamp such that (pi, ti) 2 T ; and tj , tj > tk, be the smallest
time-stamp such that (pj, tj) 2 T . Then, pk = (xk, yk) is computed using I as above and
(pk, tk) is inserted into T . After this operation is performed for all missing tk, T is sorted
using time-stamps and we end up with the interpolated trajectory.
Definition 3 (Interpolation). Let T be a trajectory and Q be the list of desired time-
stamps. We say that the interpolated trajectory T ⇤ = ((p1, t1), ..., (pn, tn)), is constructed
via:
• For all ti where (pi, ti) 2 T and ti 2 Q, (pi, ti) 2 T ⇤.
• For all ti where (pi, ti) 62 T but ti 2 Q, (pi, ti) is added to T ⇤ using the linear
interpolation process described above.
Linear interpolation also becomes an integral part of the attack algorithm when re-
building trajectories using partial information. Essentially, for a missing entry at time tk,
linear interpolation finds the closest time-stamps to tk, i.e., (pi, ti) and (pj, tj). It forms
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a line between pi and pj , and then places the missing location pk on that line, using the
time-stamp tk to find the distance of pk from pi and pj .
We now illustrate interpolation using examples. In Figure 3.1, let T be the actual tra-
jectory of a vehicle and assume a constant location sampling rate of 30 seconds. In T ⇤, the
samples at time 60s and 120s are lost. To reconstruct T ⇤, we interpolate independently to
find (x2, y2) and (x4, y4). For the former, we draw a line between (x1, y1) and (x3, y3) and
place (x2, y2) on that line, equidistant to (x1, y1) and (x3, y3) (due to constant sampling
rate). Similar is done to interpolate (x4, y4), but this time using (x3, y3) and (x5, y5). In
T ⇤⇤, the samples at time 90s and 120s are lost. We reconstruct both with one interpolation
involving (x2, y2) and (x5, y5).
As can be observed from these examples, interpolation is almost never perfect. This
becomes a source of error later in the attack, which we try to quantify in Section 4.3.
Also, the quality of interpolation depends on which sample is non-retrievable after the
attack: If the non-retrievable sample actually sits on a perfect line with its neighbors, then
its reconstruction will be accurate, hence minimal error. Otherwise, a larger error can be
expected.
For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that all trajectories in the database are
perfectly known or already interpolated by the data owner. This need not be linear inter-
polation, although it serves the purpose. As such, we often treat a trajectory simply as a
collection of locations: T = (p1, p2, ..., pn).
To compute distances between trajectories, we use Euclidean distance, the traditional
method for distance measurement. Euclidean distance has been assumed heavily in the
data privacy literature [44], and can be used as a basis for building more complex distance
measures for trajectories (e.g., Dynamic Time Warping [71], Longest Common Subse-
quence [72]). The interested reader is referred to [73] for a thorough discussion.
Definition 4 (Euclidean distance). Let x and y be two data points inRm, with coordinates
x = (x1, ..., xm) and y = (y1, ..., ym). We say that the Euclidean distance between x and
y is:  (x, y) = ||x  y|| =
r
mP
i=1
(xi   yi)2, where ||.|| denotes the L2-norm.
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Definition 5 (Distance matrix). The distance matrix of a databaseD(r1, .., rn) is an n⇥n,
symmetric, real-valued matrixM such thatMi,j = Mj,i =  (ri, rj).
Table 3.1: Creating the distance matrix of a spatial database
(a)
ID Coordinates
r1 (34.0, 122.6)
r2 (13.1, 57.8)
r3 (2.5, 51.9)
r4 (98.4, 193.2)
(b)
r1 r2 r3 r4
r1 0 68.1 77.4 95.6
r2 68.1 0 12.1 160
r3 77.4 12.1 0 170.8
r4 95.6 160 170.8 0
We introduce the distance matrix (also known as the dissimilarity matrix presented
in [41]) that captures pairwise distances between records in a database. For example let
D be a spatial database containing (latitude, longitude) coordinates of 2D data points.
A sample database D is shown in Table 3.1a. D’s distance matrix is given in 3.1b. As
an example, we compute one of the entries in the distance matrix: M1,2 =  (r1, r2) =p
(34.0  13.1)2 + (122.6  57.8)2 = 68.1.
Definition 6 (Euclidean Distance Between Trajectories). The Euclidean distance between
two trajectories, T = (p1, p2, ..., pn) and T 0 = (p01, p02, ..., p0n) is calculated as:
d(T   T 0) =
vuut nX
i=1
kpi   p0ik
In Table 3.2, we provide three simple trajectories and calculate the distances between
them.
Definition 7 (Distance Compliant Trajectory). Given KT = {T 1, ..., T k} and   =
{ 1, ...,  k}, a trajectory T is distance compliant if and only if d(T i   T ) =  i for all
i 2 [1, k].
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Trajectories Distances
Trajectory 1: [(1,1),(2,2),(3,3)] d(T 1,T 2) =
p
3
Trajectory 2: [(2,1),(3,2),(4,3)] d(T 1,T 3) =
p
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Trajectory 3: [(2,3),(3,4),(4,5)] d(T 2,T 3) =
p
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Table 3.2: Trajectories and distances
Definition 8 (Proximity Oracle). Given a location p, radius u and trajectory T , let Cp,u
denote a circle with center p and radius u. We define the proximity oracle O as:
Op,u(T ) =
8><>:1 if T \ Cp,u 6= ;0 otherwise
Definition 9 (Location Disclosure Confidence). Given a set of candidate trajectories CT ,
a location p and radius u, the location disclosure confidence of the adversary is given by:
confp,u(CT ) =
P
T2CT
Op,u(T )
|CT |
Definition 10 (Distance-preserving transformation). A function T : Rm ! Rm is a
distance-preserving transformation if for all x, y 2 Rm,  (x, y) =  (T (x), T (y)).
LetD be the data owner’s private database. Instead of releasingD, for privacy protec-
tion the data owner first perturbsD using a distance-preserving transformation T and then
releases the perturbed data D0 = (T (r1), ..., T (rn)). By definition, T preserves pairwise
distances between records, and thus the distance matrixM is constant before and after T .
Informally, a distance-preserving transformation satisfies the condition that the dis-
tance between a pair of tuples in the transformed data is the same as their distance in
the original data. Many popular clustering and classification algorithms rely solely on
distances between tuples. Such algorithms are unaffected by distance-preserving trans-
formations. In [74], Chen and Liu show that the following are unaffected: k-NN classi-
fiers, kernel methods, SVM classifiers using polynomial, radial basis and neural network
kernels, linear classifiers, and some clustering and regression models. Considering this,
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Figure 3.2: A 90  counter-clockwise rotation
distance-preserving transformations are of great interest.
The three fundamental techniques for distance-preserving transformations are trans-
lations, reflections and rotations [41, 43]. Translations shift tuples a constant distance
in parallel directions. Reflections map tuples to their mirror images in fixed-dimensional
space. Rotations can be written in various ways, one of which is in terms of a matrix
multiplication: Let v be a column vector containing the coordinates of a 2D data tuple.
Then, v0 = Rv is a rotation perturbation where the 2⇥ 2 rotation matrix R is defined as:
R =
24 cos✓ sin✓
 sin✓ cos✓
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The angle ✓ is the rotation angle, measuring the amount of clockwise rotation. Sim-
ilar rotation matrices can be written for 3D and 4D space. Any rotation matrix R is an
orthogonal matrix, and thus has a determinant of +1 or  1.
In more recent work, Huang et al. [75] present FISIP. They aim to preserve first order
and second order sums and inner products of tuples. Then, they retrieve distances and
correlations based on these properties.
In Figure 3.2, we present a rotation on 2D data as a sample distance-preserving trans-
formation. The original data on the left is kept private and never released. The rotated
data on the right is released. The adversary that only has the rotated data and no other
background information cannot determine the perturbation angle ✓, and thus cannot re-
trieve the original data. In this example, the perturbation angle is 90  in counter-clockwise
direction.
Definition 11 (Relation-preserving transformation). A function S : Rm ! Rm is a
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relation-preserving transformation if for all x, y, z, t 2 Rm and for arithmetic compari-
son operators op 2 {<,>,=},  (S(x),S(y)) op  (S(z),S(t)) if and only if  (x, y) op
 (z, t).
Theorem 1. Every distance-preserving transformation is relation-preserving.
Proof. Let T : Rm ! Rm be a distance-preserving transformation. Since T is distance-
preserving, for all x, y, z, t 2 Rm,  (T (x), T (y)) =  (x, y) and  (T (z), T (t)) =  (z, t).
Therefore, trivially for any comparison operator op,  (T (x), T (y)) op  (T (z), T (t)) if
and only if  (x, y) op  (z, t).
We use Theorem 1 to show that distance-preserving transformations are a subset of
relation-preserving transformations. Notice that the converse of Theorem 1 is not true:
A relation-preserving transformation is not necessarily distance-preserving. For example,
let D0 in Table 3.3b be obtained via transforming D in Table 3.1 in a relation-preserving
manner. One can verify that the pairwise relation of distances in Table 3.3b is the same as
in Table 3.1, but none of the distances actually stay the same.
Table 3.3: A relation-preserving transformation of D
(a)
ID Coordinates
r01 (32.7, 123.6)
r02 (14.5, 60.3)
r03 (8.8, 54.1)
r04 (100.0, 196.9)
(b)
r01 r02 r03 r04
r01 0 65.9 73.5 99.5
r02 65.9 0 8.4 161.2
r03 73.5 8.4 0 169.4
r04 99.5 161.2 169.4 0
Definition 12 (Hypersphere). In n-dimensional Euclidean space, a hypersphere SC,r is
defined by a fixed centre point C 2 Rn and a radius r, and denotes the set of points in the
n-dimensional space that are at distance r from C. That is, each pointX(X1, X2, ..., Xn)
on SC,r satisfies: r2 =
nP
i=1
(Xi   Ci)2.
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Definition 13 (Hyperball). In n-dimensional Euclidean space, given a hypersphere SC,r,
the hyperball BC,r denotes the space enclosed by SC,r. BC,r is said to be closed if it
includes SC,r and open otherwise.
Definition 14 (Equidistant hyperplane). In n-dimensional Euclidean space, the locus of
points equidistant from two points A,B 2 Rn is a hyperplane HAB that contains all
points P that satisfy the equality ||P   A|| = ||P   B||.
Definition 15 (Half-space). A half-space is either of the two parts into which a hyperplane
divides the n-dimensional Euclidean space. A half-space is said to be closed if it includes
the hyperplane, and open otherwise.
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Chapter 4
Location Disclosure Risks of Releasing
Trajectory Distances
4.1 Brief Summary
As a motivating scenario, consider that the adversary has access to a “secure” trajectory
database querying service, from which he can obtain statistical information (e.g., distance,
nearest neighbors). Let X denote the victim’s true trajectory that the adversary wishes to
infer, and KT denote the adversary’s set of known trajectories. We often use the term
target trajectory to refer to the victim’s trajectory X . For each trajectory T in KT , the
adversary issues a query of the form: “Return the distance between X and the trajectory
corresponding to T ” or “Return the top-k most similar trajectories and their distances
to T ”. A querying service, such as [15] or [67], is able to answer such queries. Using
the answer, the adversary obtains the distance between X and T . The same process is
repeated for as many T inKT as the querying service allows, and at the end the adversary
has a set of known trajectoriesKT and the pairwise distances between trajectories inKT
and his target trajectory X .
The question we ask in this work is: Given a set of known trajectories KT and their
pairwise distances to a target trajectory X , how much can an adversary learn about X? It
turns out that a lot can be learned about X using a novel attack we devised, which yields
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the locations that the target trajectory visited with significant confidence. The adversary
can also infer, with even higher confidence, the locations that the target trajectory has
not visited. Therefore, we show that we can achieve privacy violations by disclosing
the whereabouts of a victim using only pairwise distances between trajectories, which are
seemingly harmless information and easily obtainable from existing mechanisms [15, 67].
If such mechanisms are blindly assumed safe, it becomes increasingly possible for an
adversary to run a known-sample attack.
The sketch of the attack is as follows: Given |KT | many known trajectories, we build
a system of equations that yield b|KT |/2c locations when solved, that are possibly in
the target trajectory. The remaining entries are interpolated using the previously found
locations. We call the resulting trajectory a candidate trajectory. We repeat this process
many times to obtain a set of candidate trajectories. We decide that there is a location
disclosure based on the set of candidate trajectories. That is, if most candidates indicate
that the target trajectory visited a certain location p, then the attack declares that the target
visited p. Similarly, if no candidates indicate that the target trajectory visited p, the attack
can be used to declare that the target has not visited p. An interesting property of the
attack is its robustness to noise: Even if random noise was added to the adversary’s known
trajectories KT or the distances between KT and the target trajectory, in expectation the
adversary would build the same set of equations when launching the attack. Thus, the
attack also works with a known probability distribution of trajectories or distances rather
than exact trajectories or exact distances.
4.1.1 Problem Setting
In this section, we formally describe the setting we consider in our attack. The data
owner has a set of private trajectories PT = {T 1, ..., T q}. The adversary has a set of
known trajectories, KT = {T 1, ..., T k} and KT ⇢ PT . As we state in Section 4.1,
an adversary may have a set of known trajectories due to various reasons, e.g., some
trajectories correspond to a car that he or a close friend or relative drives, he can physically
track some of the cars etc. The goal of the adversary is to infer the locations in a target
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trajectory, T r 2 (PT  KT ). Without loss of generality, we assume KT constitutes the
first k trajectories in PT and the target trajectory is T r for some k < r  q.
When an adversary attacks T r and knows the trajectories in KT = {T 1, ..., T k}, the
pairwise distances between T r and each trajectory in {T 1, ..., T k} are of interest. We
denote these distances   = { 1, ...,  k}, where  i = d(T i   T r), i.e., each distance is
calculated via the Euclidean formula defined in Definition 4. We do not consider how the
Euclidean distance is actually retrieved, it can be done due to for example a published
database, or following the secure distance calculation protocol for trajectories given in
[15].
GivenKT and , one can build many trajectories that satisfy . In other words, there
are many trajectories that have the desired distances   to a set of known trajectories KT
defined as distance compliant trajectory defined in Definition 7.
Without further information, any distance compliant trajectory can potentially cor-
respond to the target T r, which the adversary is trying to infer. The brute force attack
method is to generate all distance compliant trajectories and make inferences based on
them. While finding all such trajectories is infeasible, the adversary can use side-channel
information to limit the domain of distance compliant trajectories and prune out some
trajectories that cannot be T r. We will discuss sources of side-channel information in
Section 4.2.3. In the next sections, we will refer to those trajectories that satisfy side
channel information and are distant compliant as candidate trajectories.
In our attack, the goal of the adversary is to infer, with high confidence, where a
victim has been and has not been. We argue that even though the complete trajectory of
the victim T r cannot be reconstructed based on KT ,   and side channel information,
an adversary can still gain significant knowledge regarding the locations of the victim at
some points of interest. For instance, a hospital could be one point of interest. If the
adversary is very confident that T r passes through the hospital, then he infers that the
victim could have a health problem. We call this positive disclosure. On the other hand, if
the adversary is confident that T r does not pass through a certain area, then the adversary
infers e.g., that the victim did not take part in a social event or rally. We call this negative
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disclosure which is defined in Definition 9.
The proximity oracle, defined in Definition 8, builds a circular area centered at lo-
cation p and with radius u. p is often the main point of interest, e.g., the hospital. If a
trajectory passes through this area, the oracle returns 1. The attack employs the oracle as
follows: The adversary will build, to the best of his abilities, a set of candidate trajectories
CT for victim V . If confp,u(CT ) is greater than a certain threshold, i.e., the vast majority
of trajectories in CT agree that V passes through the proximity of p, the adversary has
achieved positive disclosure. If confp,u(CT ) is small (e.g., below a threshold such as 0.1
or 0.05), the adversary has achieved negative disclosure.
The success of the attack obviously depends on how accurate the trajectories in CT
are, i.e., do they closely resemble the victim’s trajectory? Therefore, the attack needs to
ensure that an accurate set of CT is built. This will be the main purpose of the attack
algorithm, which we describe in the next section.
4.2 Attack Algorithm
4.2.1 Overview of the Approach
In this section we present the main algorithm for our attack, which returns the location
disclosure confidence of an area of interest. Although we built the proximity oracle using
a circular area, the area of interest may in fact be of arbitrary shape. This has no bearing
on the attack.
GivenKT and , the main idea of the attack is to build a set of candidate trajectories
CT , such that any one of the trajectories in CT could be the victim’s trajectory T r. It is
also possible that none of the trajectories in CT is actually T r. If every possible candidate
could be generated, only then we would be certain that T r is one of the trajectories in
CT . But this is computationally infeasible: Locations can be in high granularity, or the
adversary’s knowledge can be very limited (i.e.,KT might not be sufficient to effectively
limit the number of candidates). Thus, we try to generate only some of the candidate
trajectories, and this acts as a sample of all possible candidates. Since candidates are
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generated randomly (i.e., we have a random sample) we argue that our sample captures
the probabilistic properties of all possible candidates. This is an accurate assumption if
the sample size is reasonably large.
The pseudocode for our attack is given in Algorithm 1. Apart from KT and  , we
take the proximity oracleO and an iteration parameter itr as inputs. itr is used to limit the
sample size discussed above. Higher itr yields a larger set of candidates, which increases
the accuracy of the attack, but decreases efficiency. The attack works as follows: Using
KT and  , we are able to infer t = b|KT |/2c locations in a candidate trajectory T c.
However, T c is often much larger, i.e., the adversary has 20 known trajectories but the
victim’s trajectory (and therefore T c) contains 25 locations. Then, 20/2 = 10 of the
locations in T c can be calculated using the FindCandidate function (described in the next
section), but the remaining 15 are still unknown. These unknown locations are linearly
interpolated by FindCandidate.
We now go through Algorithm 1 line by line. We initialize our set of candidate trajec-
tories CT as empty, and in line 3, we find how many main locations will be calculated by
FindCandidate. Within the while loop (lines 4-9) we randomly generate the set of indices
S for interpolation. S contains the indices that determine which locations will be calcu-
lated and which ones will be interpolated. The FindCandidate method is invoked in line
6, which calculates the interpolated locations and returns a set of candidate trajectories.
There can be cases where a valid candidate cannot be built with the given parameters (due
to e.g., ni,k being misplaced), and in such cases the set returned by FindCandidate will
be empty. If one or more candidates are returned, they are added to CT and we move
on to the next iteration of the main while loop. After itr iterations of the loop, we start
computing confp,u according to Definition 9. The result is returned in line 16.
Example 1. We present an example to demonstrate the creation of indices. Let |KT | = 6
and the trajectory sizes be 5 (i.e., |T r| = 5). In line 3, we get t = b6/2c = 3. Therefore
in line 5, S = (s1, s2), and
P2
i=1 si = 5  3 = 2. Say that the random creation of indices
yields S = (1, 1). This will be passed over to Algorithm 2.
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ALGORITHM 1: Find location disclosure confidence
Input :KT : set of known trajectories
 : set of distances between the trajectories inKT and the target trajectory T r
Op,u: the proximity oracle
itr: number of iterations
Output: confp,u: location disclosure confidence
1 CT  {}
2 j  0
3 t 
j |KT |
2
k
4 while j < itr do
5 Randomly create an ordered set of non-negative integer indices S = (s1, ..., st 1) such that
t 1P
i=1
si = |T r|  t
6 R FindCandidate(KT, , S)
7 CT  CT [R
8 j  j + 1
9 end
10 cnt 0
11 for T 2 CT do
12 if Op,u(T ) = 1 then
13 cnt cnt+ 1
14 end
15 end
16 return cnt/|CT |
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4.2.2 Creating a Generic Trajectory
In this section we describe the FindCandidate algorithm, given in Algorithm 2. As can
be seen from the algorithm, the first step is to build a generic trajectory T g using S (the
set of indices for interpolation). The current section will focus on this step, while the next
section will present the second and third steps of FindCandidate.
As discussed earlier, FindCandidate is able to calculate t = b|KT |/2c locations, and
interpolates the rest. We refer to the locations that are actually calculated as the main
locations and denote them by mi, where i 2 [1...t]. The rest are interpolated locations,
denoted by ni,j . ni,j sit betweenmi andmi+1, and the index si determines how many ni,j
sit between mi and mi+1. If si = 0, then mi and mi+1 are directly adjacent without any
ni,j between them. If si > 0, then there is one interpolated location ni,j per j 2 [1...si].
In the remainder of this and the next section, a generic trajectory refers to a collection of
mi and ni,j .
For example, consider the generic trajectory in Figure 4.1. Let s6 = 4 and s9 = 0.
Let the main locations m6, m7, m9 and m10 be placed as shown. Then, since s6 = 4,
we place the interpolated locations n6,1, n6,2, n6,3 and n6,4 between m6 and m7. Since
s9 = 0, there are no interpolated locations between m9 and m10. Notice that interpolated
locations are uniformly distributed on the linear interpolant (i.e., line) between m6 and
m7. That is, they are equi-distant from one another, and also from the main points. This
is because we do not know any information regarding the time-stamps or speed, hence
we assume uniform speed. At this point, the actual coordinates of all of the points are
unknowns, and they need to be solved for in the next steps of FindCandidate. Once they
are actually solved, the coordinates will be populated, and the resulting trajectory will
become a candidate trajectory.
We write the interpolated locations ni,k in terms of the main locations. This allows us
to reduce the number of unknown locations in a generic trajectory such that inferring only
b|KT |/2c locations will be sufficient to solve for a candidate trajectory T c later, using a
generic trajectory. Mathematically, using the interpolation function I given in Definition
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Figure 4.1: Building a generic trajectory T g
2 we write:
ni,k = I((mi, 0), (mi+1, si + 1), k)
The choice of time-stamps 0, si + 1 and k comes from the uniform speed assumption
explained above. Let mi = (xi, yi), mi+1 = (xi+1, yi+1) and ni,k = (xi,k, yi,k). Applying
Definition 2, we derive:
xi,k = xi + (xi+1   xi) k
si + 1
yi,k = yi + (yi+1   yi) k
si + 1
Notice that ni,k is dependent only on the main pointsmi,mi+1 (will be obtained by Find-
Candidate), si (generated by Algorithm 1) and k (its position on the linear interpolant).
Example 2. We continue from Example 1. Recall that trajectory size was 5, S = (1, 1)
and thus s1 = 1 and s2 = 1. Then in FindCandidate, T g is: (m1, n1,1,m2, n2,1,m3).
4.2.3 Solving for a Candidate Trajectory
The pivotal part of the attack is to compute a candidate trajectory given KT ,  , and
a generic trajectory T g consisting of main and interpolated points. This constitutes the
second and third steps of Algorithm 2.
Let T g = (pg1, p
g
2, ..., p
g
n) = ((x
g
1, y
g
1), (x
g
2, y
g
2), ..., (x
g
n, y
g
n)) be the generic trajectory.
As T g needs to be distance compliant, due to Definition 7 we have:
X
i
kpgi   pjik = ( j)2 (4.1)
for all T j 2 KT , i.e., j 2 [1, |KT |] and i 2 [1, n]. We rewrite the requirement above
inductively:
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X
i
kpgi   p1i k = ( 1)2 (4.2)X
i
kpgi   pj+1i k   kpgi   pjik = ( j+1)2   ( j)2 (4.3)
where, in Equation 4.3, j 2 [1, |KT |  1]. The derivation of Equation 4.3 from Equation
4.1 is simple: We write Equation 4.1 for j and j + 1, and subtract the former from the
latter, side by side. One can see that Equations 4.2 and 4.3 hold, using also an inductive
argument: T g should be distance compliant to T 1, and then should preserve the difference
in distances between all consecutive j’s, i.e., j to j + 1.
Lemma 1. For all trajectories T g, T j , and i, ||pgi   pji || = (xgi   xji )2 + (ygi   yji )2.
Proof.
||pgi   pji || = (xgi   xji )2 + (ygi   yji )2
||(xgi , ygi )  (xji , yji )|| = (xgi   xji )2 + (ygi   yji )2
||(xgi   xji , ygi   yji )|| = (xgi   xji )2 + (ygi   yji )2
(xgi   xji )2 + (ygi   yji )2 = (xgi   xji )2 + (ygi   yji )2
The first step is due to the definition of locations: p = (x, y). The second step follows
from the properties of arithmetic operations defined in Chapter 3. Finally, the last step is
due to the definition of the Euclidean norm.
Theorem 2. For a fixed j 2 [1, |KT |  1] and i 2 [1, n], Equation 4.3 can be reduced to
a linear equation of the form:
X
i
(↵i,j)x
g
i + ( i,j)y
g
i =  j (4.4)
where ↵, ,  are constants, and xgi , y
g
i , for all i, are unknowns.
Proof. We begin by applying Lemma 1 to trajectory pairs (T g, T j) and (T g, T j+1) to
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replace the two factors of the left hand side sum in Equation 4.3:
X
i
(xgi   xj+1i )2 + (ygi   yj+1i )2   (xgi   xji )2   (ygi   yji )2 = ( j+1)2   ( j)2
Let a2 = (xgi   xj+1i )2, b2 = (xgi   xji )2, c2 = (ygi   yj+1i )2 and d2 = (ygi   yji )2. By
a2   b2 = (a  b)(a+ b) and c2   d2 = (c  d)(c+ d), we get:
X
i
(xgi   xj+1i   xgi + xji )(xgi   xj+1i + xgi   xji )
+(ygi   yj+1i   ygi + yji )(ygi   yj+1i + ygi   yji ) = ( j+1)2   ( j)2X
i
(xji   xj+1i )(2xgi   xj+1i   xji ) + (yji   yj+1i )(2ygi   yj+1i   yji ) = ( j+1)2   ( j)2X
i
2xjix
g
i   xjixj+1i   xjixji   2xj+1i xgi + xj+1i xj+1i + xjixj+1i
+2yji y
g
i   yji yj+1i   yji yji   2yj+1i ygi + yj+1i yj+1i + yji yj+1i = ( j+1)2   ( j)2
Some of the terms in the sum cancel. We group the remaining terms and break the sum
into several parts.
X
i
(2xji   2xj+1i )xgi + (2yji   2yj+1i )ygi
+
X
i
(xj+1i )
2 + (yj+1i )
2  
X
i
(xji )
2 + (yji )
2 = ( j+1)
2   ( j)2
Substituting ||pi|| = (xi)2 + (yi)2 and re-arranging the terms, we get:
X
i
(2xji   2xj+1i )xgi + (2yji   2yj+1i )ygi = ( j+1)2   ( j)2  
X
i
||pj+1i ||+
X
i
||pji ||
By replacing ↵i,j = 2xji   2xj+1i ,  i,j = 2yji   2yj+1i and  j = ( j+1)2   ( j)2  P
i ||pj+1i ||+
P
i ||pji ||, we arrive at Equation 4.4, which concludes the proof.
Notice that ↵ and   are functions of i, j and j + 1. Furthermore, since the adversary
has a set of known trajectories, xji , x
j+1
i , y
j
i and y
j+1
i are all known to the adversary.
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Hence, the adversary can compute ↵ and  .   is a function of j and j+1, and can also be
computed by the adversary using the known trajectories and distances  . Consequently,
the only unknowns in Equation 4.4 are the coordinates of the generic trajectory, i.e., xgi
and ygi .
We would like to underline that Equation 4.4 is linear, whereas Equation 4.1 and Equa-
tion 4.3 are quadratic. Solving a system (i.e., collection) of linear equations is achievable
and well-studied. In contrast, solving a system of quadratic equations is difficult. The
reduction from quadratic equations to linear equations makes the attack feasible.
Theorem 2 builds a linear equation for one j among the set of known trajectories.
Since Equation 4.3 holds for j 2 [1, |KT |   1], a linear equation can be built for all
j 2 [1, |KT |   1]. Therefore, we obtain a system of |KT |   1 linear equations. Plus,
we have one quadratic equation due to Equation 4.2. We can solve this system for |KT |
unknowns. In the case when the generic trajectory is not been interpolated, then we
would have 2 ⇥ |T g| unknowns (both x and y coordinates are unknowns per location,
hence twice the number of locations in T g), and oftentimes 2 ⇥ |T g| > |KT |. (If not,
T g can be completely retrieved.) This is why interpolated locations were necessary: By
acknowledging that we can solve for b|KT |/2c number of unknown locations, we reduced
the number of unknowns in T g in advance and settled for approximating the rest of T g.
We now discuss the FindCandidate method in Algorithm 2 in detail. The algorithm
works in three steps. In the first step, we build a generic trajectory T g using the input S
(indices for interpolation). This process was explained and exemplified in the previous
section. In the second step, we obtain the linear equations using Theorem 2. Then, we
obtain one quadratic equation using Equation 4.2. In the third step, we solve this system
of equations. There are various ways to solve a set of equations, e.g., writing it as a
matrix and column vector multiplication, variable elimination, Gaussian elimination and
row reduction. Any one of these can be used to solve the linear equations, and the solution
is then fed into the quadratic equation.
The quadratic equation often yields two roots (since it is quadratic), which implies
that there are two solution trajectories (denoted T sol in Algorithm 2). We check whether
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ALGORITHM 2: Find candidate trajectory
Input :KT : set of known trajectories
 : set of distances between the trajectories. inKT and the target trajectory T r
S: indices for interpolation
Output: R: a set of candidate trajectories
/* Step 1: Build a generic trajectory T g using S */
1 T g  ()
2 for i = 1 to |S| do
3 T g  T g +mi
4 for k = 1 to si do
5 Let interpolated location ni,k = I((mi, 0), (mi+1, si + 1), k)
6 T g  T g + ni,k
7 end
8 end
9 T g  T g +mt
/* Step 2: Build the set of equations EQNS */
10 EQNS  {}
11 for j = 1 to 2⇥
j |KT |
2
k
  1 do
12 Let Q be the linear equation
P
i(↵i,j)x
g
i + ( i,j)y
g
i =  j , where ↵i,j = 2x
j
i   2xj+1i ,
 i,j = 2y
j
i   2yj+1i and  j = ( j+1)2   ( j)2  
P
i ||pj+1i ||+
P
i ||pji ||
13 EQNS  EQNS [Q
14 end
/* Let the first trajectory in KT be denoted ((x11, y
1
1), ..., (x
1
n, y
1
n)) */
15 Let Q be the quadratic equation
P
i(x
g
i   x1i )2 + (ygi   y1i )2 = ( 1)2
// using Equation 4.2 and Lemma 1
16 EQNS  EQNS [Q
/* Step 3: Solve EQNS and obtain candidate trajectories */
17 R {}
18 for each solution T sol to EQNS do
19 if T sol satisfies side channel information then
20 R R [ T sol
// see text for types of side channel information
21 end
22 end
23 return R
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a solution trajectory is valid and satisfies our side channel information before returning
it. First, the validity of T sol requires that the roots of the quadratic equation are real
(i.e., not imaginary numbers). Second, we use the following observations as side channel
information in this work:
1. Geographic assumptions: The locations in each trajectory should be within the
boundaries of a certain map. For example, if trajectories originate from vehicles
traveling in a city, then all locations would fall within the boundaries of that city.
2. Mobility characteristics: Consecutive locations in a trajectory are not independent.
For example, speed limits and road segments in urban areas constrain the mobility
of a vehicle.
Due to these reasons, not all generic trajectories T g or solutions T sol yield a plausible
candidate for the target trajectory. However, when Algorithm 1 is run for a reasonable
number of iterations, as will be shown experimentally, Algorithm 2 usually builds a large
and accurate set of candidate trajectories.
Example 3. We present an example for building and solving the system of equations
using Algorithm 2. For the sake of simplicity, let trajectories contain a single location,
and thus S be an empty set. In the first step (lines 1-9 of Algorithm 2) the following
generic trajectory is built: T g = ((xg1, y
g
1)).
In the following for loop (lines 10-14) we construct one linear equation: ↵1,1xg1 +
 1,1y
g
1 =  1. We compute ↵1,1 = 2x11   2x21 = 4  1 = 3,  1,1 = 2y11   2y21 = 8  3 = 5
and  1 = ( 2)2   ( 1)2   ||p21|| + ||p11|| = 40.5   40   2.5 + 20 = 18. Hence the linear
equation we get is: 3xg1+5y
g
1 = 18. This is added to our system of equations, EQNS. In
lines 15-16, we add the following quadratic equation toEQNS: (xg1 2)2+(yg1 4)2 = 40.
To solve the two equations, we can first write yg1 in terms of x
g
1 using the linear equa-
tion. That is, yg1 = (18   3xg1)/5. Then, we replace yg1 with this term in the quadratic
equation. Thus we obtain:
(xg1   2)2 + (
18  3xg1
5
  4)2 = 40
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Solving the above for xg1, we find the two roots x
g
1 =  4 or xg1 = 6.59. We can retrieve
yg1 = 6 or y
g
1 =  0.35 for the two roots respectively, hence we have two T sol: T sol1 =
(( 4, 6)) and T sol2 = ((6.59, 0.35)). We check if they satisfy side-channel information
and return those that do. For example, the adversary may know that due to the borders of
his map, the victim’s trajectory cannot have a negative y coordinate. In this case, T sol2
would be eliminated in line 19 in Algorithm 2.
We had only one linear equation above, but in general we may have more than just
one. However, the number of unknowns in those equations will always be one more than
the number of equations (e.g., |KT | unknowns but |KT |   1 equations). A reliable way
to solve the equations is to designate one variable as the free variable and the rest of the
variables depend on the free variable. In the example above, xg1 was the free variable and
yg1 depended on x
g
1. The designation of the free variable and re-writing all variables can
be done in a variety of ways including row reduction and variable elimination.
4.2.4 Robustness to Noise
There is a vast amount of work on location privacy that relies on adding noise to location
data in order to protect individuals’ privacy. Our goal in this section is to prove that the
attack is robust against such methods. This shows that even though the adversary’s back-
ground knowledge is noisy (i.e., imperfect) the attack can be carried out with reasonable
accuracy. In particular, we consider two cases: (1) trajectories are noisy, and (2) distances
between trajectories are noisy.
We assume Gaussian noise with mean 0 and variance  2, i.e., N (0,  2). This has two
primary reasons. First, Gaussian is by far the most commonly used method in additive
data perturbation. (See [30] and [39]). Second, Gaussian noise is also used in the scope
of differential privacy (i.e., (",  )-DP), which is currently the most active area in statis-
tical database privacy. Given a function f with numeric output, answering f by adding
Gaussian noise with variance calibrated to  f ⇥ ln(1/ )/" (where  f is the sensitivity
of f ) to the true output of f satisfies (",  )-DP [50]. Although we assume Gaussian noise,
a number of derivations below apply to other noise distributions with mean 0. (e.g. differ-
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ential privacy also employs Laplace noise with mean 0 to achieve privacy.) We note such
instances where applicable.
Noisy Trajectories
We let random noise to be added to each location in a trajectory, such that the adversary’s
background knowledge of KT becomes imperfect. Such a setting is plausible in real life
(perhaps even more plausible than having perfect knowledge of all trajectories in KT ).
For example, the adversary’s background information might consist of trajectories that
were published in an external database, but this publication was noisy to achieve privacy
protection. (See the related work on privacy-preserving trajectory data publishing.) Al-
ternatively, some location privacy techniques (e.g., cloaking) might have been used to
disable the adversary from observing actual locations, but instead the adversary observes
similar, perturbed locations.
Let T j = (pj1, p
j
2, ..., p
j
n) = ((x
j
1, y
j
1), (x
j
2, y
j
2), ..., (x
j
n, y
j
n)) be a trajectory and Tˆ j =
(pˆj1, pˆ
j
2, ..., pˆ
j
n) = ((xˆ
j
1, yˆ
j
1), (xˆ
j
2, yˆ
j
2), ..., (xˆ
j
n, yˆ
j
n)) be its noisy variant. We say that for all
i 2 [1, n] and for all j, xˆji = xji + Xi,j and yˆji = yji + Yi,j where Xi,j and Yi,j are
independent random variables: Xi,j ⇠ N (0,  2) and Yi,j ⇠ N (0,  2).
Recall that we employ several linear equations and one quadratic equation when solv-
ing for a candidate trajectory. We first study the effect of noise on the linear equations.
That is, we answer the following question: How are the parameters in linear equations
built using Theorem 2 affected by noise? The three parameters in question are ↵i,j ,  i,j
and  j .
Theorem 3. Let ↵ˆi,j denote the ↵i,j parameter in the noisy world. Then, ↵ˆi,j is an unbi-
ased estimator of ↵i,j .
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Proof. We prove this by computing the expected value of ↵ˆi,j .
E[↵ˆi,j] = E[2xˆ
j
i   2xˆj+1i ]
= 2E[xˆji ]  2E[xˆj+1i ]
= 2E[xji + Xi,j]  2E[xj+1i + Xi,j+1]
= 2E[xji ] + 2E[Xi,j]  2E[xj+1i ]  2E[Xi,j+1]
= 2xji   2xj+1i = ↵i,j
The final step follows from the fact that xji , x
j+1
i are constants, and since X ⇠ N (0,  2)
it has an expected value of 0. The above holds for any noise distribution with mean 0 and
finite variance (not just for Gaussian).
It is trivial to see that  ˆi,j has the same guarantees - just swap x coordinates with y
coordinates and the proof stays the same. That is,  ˆi,j is an unbiased estimator of  i,j .
Theorem 4. Let  ˆj denote the  j parameter in the noisy world. Then,  ˆj is an unbiased
estimator of  j .
Proof. We first expand  ˆj and write it in open form.
 ˆj = ( j+1)
2   ( j)2 +
X
i
||pˆji ||  ||pˆj+1i ||
= ( j+1)
2   ( j)2 +
X
i
(xji + Xi,j)2 + (yji + Yi,j)2
  (xj+1i + Xi,j+1)2   (yj+1i + Yi,j+1)2
= ( j+1)
2   ( j)2 +
X
i
(xji )
2 + 2xjiXi,j + (Xi,j)2 + (yji )2 + 2yjiYi,j + (Yi,j)2
  (xj+1i )2   2xj+1i Xi,j+1   (Xi,j+1)2
  (yj+1i )2   2yj+1i Yi,j+1   (Yi,j+1)2
We now find E[ ˆj]. Note that  j ,  j+1, xji , y
j
i , x
j+1
i and y
j+1
i are all constants, and their
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expected values are equal to themselves. Therefore we have:
E[ ˆj] = ( j+1)
2   ( j)2 +
X
i
(xji )
2 + 2xjiE[Xi,j] + (yji )2 + 2yjiE[Yi,j]  (xj+1i )2
  2xj+1i E[Xi,j+1]  (yj+1i )2   2yj+1i E[Yi,j+1]
+ E[(Xi,j)2] + E[(Yi,j)2]  E[(Xi,j+1)2]  E[(Yi,j+1)2]
We know that E[Xi,j] = E[Yi,j] = E[Xi,j+1] = E[Yi,j+1] = 0 due to the proper-
ties of the Gaussian distribution. Therefore some terms cancel. Also, since all X and
Y are independent and identically distributed, E[(Xi,j)2] + E[(Yi,j)2] will cancel with
 E[(Xi,j+1)2]  E[(Yi,j+1)2]. (An alternate method for this step of the proof is to model
the square of the Gaussian distribution as a Gamma distribution, and then compute the
expected values of the Gamma distribution. We stick with the aforementioned argument
for brevity and clarity.) Thus:
E[ ˆj] = ( j+1)
2   ( j)2 +
X
i
(xji )
2 + (yji )
2   (xj+1i )2   (yj+1i )2
= ( j+1)
2   ( j)2  
X
i
||pj+1i ||+
X
i
||pji ||
=  j
Theorems 3 and 4 together show that, in expectation, all parameters of the linear
equations should stay the same despite the added noise to trajectories. That is, we expect
to build the same system of linear equations regardless of whether trajectories are noisy
or not.
We now study the effect of noise on the quadratic equation. Recall the quadratic
equation in line 6 of Algorithm 2. The right hand side is not affected by the addition of
noise to trajectories, but the left hand side (LHS) is. Let ˆLHS denote its noisy version.
Theorem 5. ˆLHS is a biased estimator of LHS, with a fixed bias of 2n 2.
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Proof.
E[ ˆLHS] = E[
X
i
(xci   xˆ1i )2 + (yci   yˆ1i )2]
= E[
X
i
(xci   x1i   Xi,1)2 + (yci   y1i   Yi,1)2]
=
X
i
E[(xci   x1i )2]  2(xci   x1i )E[Xi,1] + E[(Xi,1)2] + E[(yci   y1i )2]
  2(yci   y1i )E[Yi,1] + E[(Yi,1)2]
As in the previous proofs, E[Xi,1] = E[Yi,1] = 0. For E[(Xi,1)2] and E[(Yi,1)2], we
make the following observation: The square of a Gaussian variable ⇠ N (0,  2) yields
a scaled chi-square, which in turn yields a random variable Q with Gamma distribution
Q ⇠  (1/2, 2 2). The expected value of this is: E[Q] =  2. Plugging this into the last
equation above, we get:
E[ ˆLHS] =
X
i
((xci   x1i )2 +  2 + (yci   y1i )2 +  2)
= LHS + 2n 2
This result is significant in the following sense: An adversary knows how many en-
tries there are in a trajectory (hence, n). If the adversary also knows the variance of the
noise, he can remove the fixed bias from ˆLHS when building the quadratic equation (i.e.,
subtract 2n 2 from both sides of the equation).
Noisy Distances
We let random noise to be added to each distance   between the candidate trajectory
and the known trajectories. That is, the adversary’s knowledge of   becomes imperfect.
This may arise in real life because the protocol for computing trajectory distance can be
(deliberately or non-deliberately) made noisy. Or, for each   2  , instead of exact  , the
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adversary may have a probability distribution for  . (This makes the attack also a known
probability-distribution attack instead of a known distance attack.)
Let   = { 1,  2, ...,  k} be the set of actual distances. Instead of  , we say that the
adversary observes  ˆ = { ˆ1,  ˆ2, ...,  ˆk}, where for all i 2 [1, k],  ˆi =  i + Xi and Xi ⇠
N (0,  2) is an independent random variable. (Equivalently, the adversary has a known
probability distribution of distances:  ˆ = {Y1,Y2, ...,Yk}, where Yi ⇠ N ( i,  2).)
Again, we first focus on the linear equations. Since parameters ↵i,j and  i,j do not
depend on  , they remain unaffected from the noise added to  . In addition, even though
 j is affected, its noisy version  ˆj turns out to be an unbiased estimator of  j .
Theorem 6.  ˆj is an unbiased estimator of  j .
Proof.
E[ ˆj] = E[( j+1 + Xj+1)2   ( j + Xj)2  
X
i
||pj+1i ||+
X
i
||pji ||]
= E[( j+1)
2] + E[2 j+1Xj+1] + E[(Xj+1)2]  E[( j)2]  E[2 jXj]  E[(Xj)2]
  E[
X
i
||pj+1i ||] + E[
X
i
||pji ||]]
= ( j+1)
2 + 2 j+1E[Xj+1] + E[(Xj+1)2]  ( j)2   2 jE[Xj]  E[(Xj)2]
 
X
i
||pj+1i ||+
X
i
||pji ||
E[Xj+1] = E[Xj] = 0 and E[(Xj+1)2] cancels with E[(Xj)2] since they are independent
and identically distributed. Hence:
E[ ˆj] = ( j+1)
2   ( j)2  
X
i
||pj+1i ||+
X
i
||pji ||
=  j
Next, we study the quadratic equation. Unlike the previous subsection, the LHS does
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not change due to noise, but the RHS = ( 1)2 does. Let ˆRHS denote its noisy version.
We show below that the bias of ˆRHS is fixed.
Theorem 7. ˆRHS is a biased estimator of RHS, with a fixed bias of  2.
Proof.
E[ ˆRHS] = E[( 1 + X1)2]
= E[( 1)
2] + E[2 1X1] + E[(X1)2]
=  21 + 2 1E[X1] + E[(X1)2]
E[X1] = 0, and (X1)2 ⇠  (1/2, 2 2), for which the expected value is  2. (See the proof
of Theorem 5.)
E[ ˆRHS] =  21 +  
2
= RHS +  2
Similar to Section 4.2.4, the system of equations we build using noisy distances (or
probability distributions of distances) behaves as if there were no noise in the adversary’s
background knowledge. This shows that the attack is robust to noise.
4.3 Experiments and Evaluations
4.3.1 Experiment Setup
We ran our attack on two different datasets. The first dataset was generated using Brinkhoff’s
spatiotemporal data generator [76]. This is a well-known framework that generates network-
based moving object trajectories, and is often used to benchmark spatiotemporal applica-
tions. We used the map of San Francisco to generate trajectories that each contained 500
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locations. The second dataset is a real dataset obtained during the GeoPKDD project 1.
This dataset contains the GPS traces of taxis in Milan, acquired over a timespan of one
month. We will refer to these datasets as San Francisco and Milan datasets, respectively.
We performed various experiments by changing the number of known trajectories
(i.e., |KT |), the known trajectories themselves (hence,  ) and the target trajectory T r.
In every experiment, we ran Algorithm 1 for several thousand iterations itr to obtain a
reasonably large set of candidate trajectories.
4.3.2 Results and Evaluations
To demonstrate the attack, we first present Figure 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and Figure 4.5, 4.6, 4.7.
In all these figures, the target trajectory is marked in red and the candidate trajectories
are marked in blue. Notice that the candidates are close to the target even with few
known trajectories, i.e., |KT | = 10. However, the candidates in this case are crude
rather than smooth: In Figure 4.2, it looks as if the candidates are collections of lines with
sharp edges. They do not follow the smooth movement patterns observed in the target
trajectory. However, when we have |KT | = 30 or 50, the candidate trajectories are much
more refined. First, they cover a smaller area, condensing more on the target. Second,
they are smoother, better resembling the curvatures and movement patterns of the target.
Yet, even when |KT | = 10, based on the candidate trajectories, the adversary: (1) has a
rough idea on the whereabouts of the target trajectory, and (2) can rule out more than half
of the map as not visited by the victim. These will be quantified in detail next sections, as
we discuss positive and negative disclosure.
Positive Location Disclosure
As discussed earlier, the attack outputs the location disclosure confidence confp,u of a
(circular) area defined by a location p and radius u. This describes the adversary’s level
of confidence regarding where the victim has been, e.g., if confp,u = 85% then the attack
asserts that the victim has been near p with probability 85%.
1http://www.geopkdd.eu/
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Figure 4.2: Attacking a trajectory in Milan when |KT | = 10
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Figure 4.3: Attacking a trajectory in Milan when |KT | = 30
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Figure 4.4: Attacking a trajectory in Milan when |KT | = 50
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Figure 4.5: Attacking a trajectory in San Francisco when |KT | = 10
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Figure 4.6: Attacking a trajectory in San Francisco when |KT | = 30
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Figure 4.7: Attacking a trajectory in San Francisco when |KT | = 50
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Figure 4.8: Average confidence in true positives against different number of known tra-
jectories (Milan)
We say that positive location disclosure occurs when p is a location on the victim’s
trajectory, u is reasonably small and confp,u is large. That is, at the end of the attack,
the adversary is very confident that the target trajectory passes through the vicinity of
p. Notice that these are essentially true positives, i.e., the victim was actually at/near p
and the attack correctly finds that he was near p. The real-world use of such an attack is
to set p to a sensitive location, e.g., a hospital or a school; and learning with very high
confidence that the victim has been to the hospital.
To conduct experiments regarding positive location disclosure, we chose several lo-
cations on victims’ trajectories as p and obtained confp,u for various u. We repeated this
experiment for different victims’ trajectories T r and known trajectories KT . We then
quantified the adversary’s average confidence in true positives (i.e., confp,u where p is a
location the victim has actually been to) versus the number of known trajectories (i.e.,
|KT |) and the radius u. The results are given in Figure 4.8, 4.9 and Figure 4.10, 4.11
respectively.
Analyzing Figure 4.8, we make the following observations: On a real dataset (i.e.,
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Figure 4.9: Average confidence in true positives against different number of known tra-
jectories (San Francisco)
Figure 4.10: Average confidence in true positives against different radiuses (Milan)
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Figure 4.11: Average confidence in true positives against different radiuses (San Fran-
cisco)
Milan), even with very few trajectories (e.g., 10) it is possible to infer (with confidence
> 55%) the whereabouts of the victim. As expected, by increasing the number of known
trajectories we can increase the adversary’s confidence, which implies a more successful
attack. Also, |KT | seems to affect the San Francisco dataset more than Milan as shown in
Figure 4.9. We believe that this is because the San Francisco dataset is synthetic and the
attack ends up creating candidates that are too scattered around the city due to the random
nature of the known trajectories.
Analyzing Figure 4.10 and 4.11, we make the following observations: With a larger
radius (i.e., u in confp,u) the area in question has a larger size, which decreases precision
but increases the probability that a candidate passes through it. In the extreme case, if u
is the diameter of the map then confp,u would always be 100%. In that sense, a positive
correlation between u and confp,u is expected, which was verified using the experimental
results. Considering that a city block in Manhattan, NYC is 80m⇥274m, the attack might
not be able to identify precisely a street address, but can find that the victim was within a
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two-block radius with reasonable confidence (> 60%) - see Figure 4.10. The implications
of this is even more significant in non-urban settings. For example, if the adversary were
to pursue whether the victim has gone near a large university campus out of town (e.g.,
boundaries > 2km) in both datasets (i.e., Figure 4.10 and 4.11) the attack could output
that he indeed has, with > 85% confidence.
So far, we focused on true positives. On the other hand, the attack may also yield
false positives. We say that a false positive occurs when the location p in question is not
located on (or very near) the target trajectory, but confp,u is large. That is, the victim
has not actually been near p but the attack says otherwise. An attack that outputs many
false positives is highly undesirable, as it may lead to real-life problems. For instance,
the attack claims that Alice has been to an illegal public protest, but in fact she was never
there. To further motivate the need to decrease false positives, note that an attack can
be devised to claim that all locations on a map have confp,u = 100%, without making
any calculations whatsoever. This trivially discovers all true positives and outputs perfect
confidence for all of them. However, it is useless: The remaining map is full of false
positives.
We note that only those locations that are visited at least once by some candidate
trajectory have non-zero probability of being raised as a false positive. That is, for a
location p, if no candidate passes through the vicinity of p, then trivially confp,u = 0 and
p is never considered a false positive. On the other hand, if a candidate passes through p
but the target trajectory does not, then confp,u > 0 and p can be a false positive. Thus,
in this experiment we select those locations that appear at least once in some candidate
trajectory, with an approximate distance of u to the target trajectory. Mathematically, we
find p 2 T for T 2 CT , where 9pi 2 T r with ||p   pi|| ⇡ u; and 8pj 2 T r such that
pi 6= pj , ||p   pj||   u. In each experiment setting, we build a set of locations {p} with
these properties and measure their average confp,u. This measurement yields the average
confidence in false positives: For locations that are not on the target trajectory, with what
average confidence does the attack claim that the victim has been there?
In Figure 4.12 and 4.13, we graph the average confidence in false positives with re-
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Figure 4.12: Average confidence in false positives (Milan)
Figure 4.13: Average confidence in false positives (San Francisco)
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spect to variousKT and u. In all cases, confidence in false positives is at most 25%. That
is, the confp,u of a location that is not on the target trajectory is less than 25% (in many
cases, significantly less than 25%). We can therefore safely conclude that the attack does
not raise false positives.
Two observations from Figure 4.12 and 4.13 are: (1) With an increase in u, average
confidence in false positives decreases. This is because we find locations u away from
T r; and with higher u we are farther away from T r. Hence there is a decrease in the
number of candidate trajectories that pass through those regions, and consequently a de-
crease in confp,u. (2) With an increase in |KT |, average confidence in false positives
decreases. This is because higher |KT | yields candidates that are less scattered and more
concentrated on T r, which decreases the probability of raising a false positive. In Fig-
ure 4.12, there seems to be an exception to this case, where average confidence increases
from |KT | = 10 to 30. We believe that this is due to the length of the trajectories in
Milan. Observe that in Figure 4.2 the algorithm can create only a few candidates. In Fig-
ure 4.3, candidates are more scattered, and in Figure 4.4, candidates are condensed again.
Whereas in Figure 4.5, candidates get more and more condensed as we move from 4.5 to
4.6 and 4.7.
Negative Location Disclosure
We say that negative location disclosure occurs when confp,u is significantly small. That
is, for a location p, an adversary is very confident that the target trajectory does not pass
through the vicinity of p. A real-life use of this attack could be to find if a student has been
to school on a particular day, and the outcome would be that s/he most probably has not.
We measure confidence in negative disclosure as (1   confp,u) ⇤ 100%. For example, let
p denote the location of the school. If the attack yields confp,u = 0.05, then the adversary
is 95% confident that the target has not been to school.
For this experiment, we could choose locations that are far away from the victim’s
trajectory, but this does not yield an interesting experiment. We can see from Figure 4.2,
4.3, 4.4 and Figure 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 that the confp,u of a location far away from the victim is
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Figure 4.14: Average confidence in negative disclosure (Milan)
zero, or almost zero. For example, consider a location on the bottom-right corner of the
map of Milan (Figure 4.2, 4.3, 4.4). Not a single candidate trajectory passes through that
region, so confp,u for this location is 0, and confidence in negative disclosure is 100%. To
make the experiment more challenging and meaningful, we choose only those locations
roughly 3-4 km away from the target trajectory, and compute the adversary’s confidence
in negative disclosure for those locations.
We graph the results in Figure 4.14 and 4.15. We make two observations from these
graphs. First, with an increase in |KT |we obtain higher confidence in negative disclosure.
This is because when |KT | increases, the candidates are more dense (i.e., concentrated)
on the target trajectory, as can be observed in Figure 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and Figure 4.5, 4.6, 4.7.
This decreases the probability of being scattered near the trajectory, and confp,u is smaller
for the locations we measure. Thus, there is higher confidence in negative disclosure.
Second, with an increase in the radius (i.e., u), we obtain smaller confidence in negative
disclosure. Consider that in this case, |KT | and the rest of the parameters are fixed, and
the same candidates are generated. But, with higher u, more candidates satisfy Op,u and
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Figure 4.15: Average confidence in negative disclosure (San Francisco)
confp,u increases, which in turn decreases confidence in negative disclosure.
Overall, even with limited background knowledge (e.g., |KT | = 10 or 30) and a
reasonable radius (e.g., u = 0.5, 1 km), we obtain higher than 75% confidence in negative
location disclosure. We remind that these are for locations that are only 3-4km away from
the target. For locations farther away, we can expect even higher confidence.
4.3.3 Comparison with Previous Work
We compare our attack with the previous work of [29]. The goal of the previous work is
to build a candidate trajectory that best resembles a target trajectory T r, given adversarial
background information. The authors employ a heuristic-based algorithm that randomly
forms a candidate trajectory first, and then tries to converge this trajectory to T r in an
iterative manner. The heuristic is based on finding a location that is closest to T r with
a matching time-stamp, and then building the rest of the trajectory in guidance of that
location.
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Table 4.1: Comparison with previous work
# of Known Traj. SR of Previous Work SR of Our Method Improvement %
10 0.4287 0.4567 6.53
30 0.6421 0.7391 15.11
50 0.7783 0.8280 6.39
70 0.8217 0.8511 3.58
100 0.8635 0.8942 3.56
Since the aim of [29] is building one trajectory best resembling T r, there is no notion
of keeping a set of candidate trajectories. Therefore the evaluation metrics used in this
work are not applicable to [29]’s setting. On the other hand, [29] uses its own metric,
Success Rate (SR). To measure the success rate of a trajectory T ⇤ in resembling T r, i.e.,
SR(T ⇤|T r), the authors first find the Average Sample Distance (ASD) between T ⇤ and
T r. The ASD is simply the Euclidean distance between T ⇤ and T r divided by the size of
the trajectories.
ASD(T ⇤, T r) =
(T ⇤   T r)2
|T r|
The authors then observe thatASD is dependent on the magnitude of the locations/coordinates
in the trajectories. Therefore they compute the magnitude of T r as follows:
MAG(T r) =
n 1X
i=1
||pi   pi+1||
Finally, the success rate is defined as:
SR(T ⇤|T r) = e ↵⇤ASD(T
⇤,Tr)
MAG(Tr)
where ↵ is a sensitivity factor which decides how steeply SR goes to 1 as the candidate
approaches the target. They show that SR(T r|T r) = 1, SR tends to 0 as ASD tends to
infinity (since e 1 = 0), SR 2 [0, 1], and that SR has other desirable properties.
We implemented the attack algorithm in [29] and their metric SR. We compare our
work with theirs as follows: For the candidates CT we generate, we measure their SR
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and compare this with the best SR obtained from [29]. We used ↵ = 20 to mimic their
setting. The results are given in Table 4.1. We see that our work outperforms [29] in all
experiments. Although the improvement with large KT is not that significant (e.g., only
3.5%) for smaller and medium-amount of background knowledge (e.g., |KT | is 10, 30
or 50) our improvement is obvious (e.g., more than 15%). We emphasize that, compared
to [29], we also study the positive and negative location disclosure risks. We believe that
these have clearer real-life consequences and are therefore of higher impact.
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Chapter 5
Location Disclosure Risks of Releasing
Relation-preserving Data
Transformations
5.1 Brief Summary
In this work, we are in the attacker’s role exploring valuable information from transformed
spatio-temporal dataset with few known points. We propose a way of breaching the pri-
vacy of relation-preserving transformations based on background knowledge in the form
of a set of known input points. Those points are a bunch locations known by the attacker
that are also present in the transformed dataset.
We make the following contributions:
• We generalize from distance-preserving transformation to relation-preserving trans-
formation and attack on the relation-preserving transformation.
• The attack is based on solely on a set of known samples from the dataset (so the pair-
wise distances among them can be calculated) and their relations on transformed
dataset.
• The attack is applicable on the perturbed data publication model.
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• Our attack is computationally feasible, which has been an issue for some earlier
works [29].
The data owner’s private database D is denoted with transcript D(r1, ..., rn), where
ri 2 D are the tuples in D. We make no assumptions regarding the structure or type of
data contained in D, apart from the ability to map D to am-dimensional Euclidean space
Rm. As such, we view each ri as a point in Euclidean space, and use the terms tuple and
point interchangeably in the remainder of this chapter.
The starting point of our attack is pairwise distances (or similarity) between points in
Euclidean space: As the name implies, distance-preserving transformations preserve pair-
wise distances. Pairwise distances between elements ri, rj 2 D can be computed using
commonly used distance metrics, e.g., Minkowsi (p-norm) distance, Euclidean distance
[29]. Without loss of generality, we assume that Euclidean distance is used for distance
calculations.
5.2 Attack Algorithm
We propose a novel strategy to attack relation-preserving transformations. We assume
that the following information is available to the attacker:
• Distance matrix of the transformed data,M 0. The distance matrix can be either
obtained directly as a result of distance matrix publication [31],[41] or computed
by the attacker after the publication of the transformed data. For example, given the
transformed database in Table 3.3a, its distance matrix in Table 3.3b can be easily
computed. In this work, we consider a broader type of transformations that we
call relation-preserving transformations. Such transformations allow the distance
matrix to change, but only in a way that the relative order of the cells in the matrix is
conserved. That is, assumingM is the distance matrix of the original data andM 0 is
the distance matrix of the transformed data, ifMi,j is greater than [less than]Mk,l,
M 0i,j must be greater than [less than] M 0k,l. Relation-preserving transformations
have the desirable property that similar data mining results can be obtained although
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exact pairwise distances between records are not revealed. For example, a record’s
k nearest neighbors do not change, therefore k-NN classification on a transformed
dataset would produce the same output as it would produce if run on the original
dataset.
• A set of known samples. The attacker has a set of records ri 2 D. That is, the
attacker knows where each ri maps to in the original Rm space (prior to transfor-
mation).
Known-sample attacks are popular in the literature [29, 31, 32, 44]. There are multiple
ways in which an attacker can obtain a set of known samples, e.g., the attacker may know
that his and a few other friends’ information is in the data, or may be able to inject a
tuple into the data. Notice that our attack makes no assumptions regarding the underlying
transformation function used or the transformed output. That is, we do not require the
attacker to obtain input-output pairs or any output points from the transformation function
S . However, we do require that the distance matrix M 0 of the transformed data D0 is
available. This is not a strict assumption since data owner transform data to share it for
data analytics purposes.
We introduce our attack using the example in Figure 5.1. Suppose that database D is
2-dimensional (i.e., records are in R2), and let rA, rB in D be the known samples of the
adversary. Say that the goal of the adversary is to find the position of rE , i.e., locate rE
in R2 space. Let M 0 be the distance matrix that is published after a relation-preserving
transformation S is applied to D.
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Figure 5.1: Sample 2-dimensional database D with three records. Actual locations of
records in R2 (on the left) and the distance matrix published after transformation (on the
right).
Observation 1. IfM 0A,B < M 0A,E , then in the original dataset rE must be located outside
the circle with centre rA and radius  (rA, rB).
Proof. From the definition of distance matrices (Definition 5), M 0A,B < M 0A,E implies
that  (S(rA),S(rB)) <  (S(rA),S(rE)). Since transformation S is relation-preserving,
the previous statement implies that  (rA, rB) <  (rA, rE) must hold. The attacker knows
the locations of rA and rB, therefore he may compute  (rA, rB) = ||rA   rB|| and draw
a circle with centre rA and radius  (rA, rB). This circle forms an infinite collection of
points that have the same distance to rA, and all points X that are in the area enclosed by
the circle (including points on the circle) satisfy  (rA, X)   (rA, rB). Since  (rA, rE) >
 (rA, rB), rE cannot be located within or on the circle, and hence must be located outside
the circle.
Observation 2. IfM 0A,B = M 0A,E , then in the original dataset rE must be located on the
circle with centre rA and radius  (rA, rB).
Observation 3. IfM 0A,B > M 0A,E , then in the original dataset rE must be located within
the area enclosed by the circle with centre rA and radius  (rA, rB).
Observations 2 and 3 follow trivially from the first observation, therefore we omit
their proofs. The key idea of our attack is that given the known points rA, rB and the
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transformed distance matrix of D0, the attacker iteratively prunes the search space (which
is initially equal to the entire data space). Observations 1, 2 and 3 demonstrate one way
of “pruning” the search space while the adversary searches for rE . The main idea is
to compare the distance between the two known samples (rA and rB) and the distance
between the target (rE) and the known samples after the transformation is applied. The
relation-preservingness of the transformation allows the adversary to make inferences on
the original dataset and prune out those portions in R2 that rE cannot be located in. In all
of the observations above, we compareM 0A,B toM 0A,E , however the same can be compared
to M 0B,E that would result in circles centered at rB with radius  (rA, rB). The procedure
can also be repeated for every pair of samples the adversary has (we considered only one
pair (rA, rB) so far for the sake of simplicity and clarity).
We now present a second type of pruning. For the two known data samples rA and
rB, let L denote the perpendicular bisector of the hypothetical line connecting rA and
rB. (Given the locations of rA and rB, it is trivial to draw both the hypothetical line and
its perpendicular bisector.) As seen in Figure 5.1, L divides the search space into two
portions. Let PrA denote the portion that contains rA and PrB denote the portion that
contains rB.
Observation 4. IfM 0A,E > M 0B,E then rE must be located in PrB .
Proof. M 0A,E > M 0B,E implies  (S(rA),S(rE)) >  (S(rB),S(rE)) due to the definition
of distance matrices. Since S is relation-preserving, this implies  (rA, rE) >  (rB, rE).
L is a line containing points that are equidistant to rA and rB. All points X 2 PrB have
the property  (rB, X) <  (rA, X), whereas points Y on L satisfy  (rB, Y ) =  (rA, Y )
and points Z 2 PrA satisfy  (rA, Z) <  (rB, Z). Hence, rE is in PB.
Observation 5. IfM 0A,E = M 0B,E then rE must be located on L.
Observation 6. IfM 0A,E < M 0B,E then rE must be located in PrA .
The second type of observations we make examine the distance between the target
rE and the two known samples (i.e.,  (rA, rE) and  (rB, rE)). Again, this process can
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be repeated for every pair of known samples. At this point, we would like to note two
characteristics of our attack: (1) The pruning process is fully deterministic, i.e., the ad-
versary is 100% confident that pruned areas may not contain the target data point. (2) We
are placing constraints on where rE can/cannot be located in the original dataset, not the
transformed dataset. The adversary’s goal is to locate rE in the original data space, not in
the transformed space.
5.2.1 Attack Formalization
In this section we formalize our attack and generalize it to n-dimensional spaceRn, where
n   2. Let A,B 2 R3 have the following coordinates: A( 2, 1, 4), B(0, 6, 3). We say
that P has the coordinates P (x, y, z) and solve:
||P   A|| = ||P   B||p
(x+ 2)2 + (y   1)2 + (z   4)2 =
p
(x  0)2 + (y   6)2 + (z   3)2
x2 + 4x+ 4 + y2   2y + 1 + z2   8z + 16 = x2 + y2   12y + 36 + z2   6z + 9
4x+ 10y   2z = 24
HAB is therefore the plane given by the final equation above. Half-spaces, defined in
Definition 15, are often specified using linear inequalities derived from the hyperplane
that seperates them. For the previous example, the two open half-spaces of R3 are given
by the equations:
PA : 4x+ 10y   2z < 24
PB : 4x+ 10y   2z > 24
It is clear to see that sinceHAB is the hyperplane, defined in Definition 14 that is equidis-
tant toA andB, one of the half-spaces will contain pointA whereas the other will contain
B. We call these half-spaces PA and PB respectively. Circles are hyperspheres, defined
in Definition 12, in 2-dimensional space. A circle with centre C(3, 4) and radius 7 would
be characterized by the equation: (x   3)2 + (y   4)2 = 49. Then, the open hyperball,
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defined in Definition 13, B(3,4),7 specifies the area enclosed by this circle, excluding those
points that are on the circle. This is given by the equation: (x  3)2 + (y   4)2 < 49.
We present our attack strategy in Algorithm 3. We have the following inputs: The uni-
verse U is a collection of all possible points that may exist in the database. The universe
often has boundaries that are dictated by the semantics of the underlying database, e.g.,
the boundaries of a dimension age could be 0 and 110. Or, if the database contains the
locations or spatial information regarding people living in a particular city, the universe
is bounded by the borders of that city. M 0 is the distance matrix that is obtained after a
relation-preserving transformation. The attacker has a set of legitimate known samples
(i.e., all samples are within the universe U ). We describe the attack assuming the adver-
sary would like to compromise the location of one target record rE , but the attack can be
run on an arbitrary record. We specify the identifier of the target record, E, as one of our
inputs.
Initially, we say that rE can be anywhere in the universe, by setting the search space
variable (which we denote by s) to U . For every pair of known samples, we iteratively
prune the search space several times using the observations made in the previous section.
Here, pruning refers to deleting certain geometric objects, or areas that do not intersect
with a given geometric object, from the search space. For example, pruning a hyperball
off of s would delete all points in s that intersect with that hyperball. Note that some
points in the hyperball might have already been deleted in previous steps, and therefore
would not be present in s. For such points no further action needs to be taken. Computing
the intersection between the search space s and a given geometric object/region would
delete all points in s that lie outside that object/region. The final output of the attack is the
region of the universe that has not been pruned, i.e., the area where rE must be located in.
To make the algorithm easier to follow, we give the specific observations that lead
to each of the pruning operations. The pruning between lines 3-12 and 13-22 both stem
from Observations 1, 2 and 3. Between lines 4-6 we apply Observation 1, between lines
7-9 we apply Observation 3, and between lines 10-12 we apply Observation 2. These
three steps are based on the distances between (rA, rB) and (rA, rE). We then apply the
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ALGORITHM 3: Locating a target record using a distance matrix and known samples
Input : U : the data space with its boundaries,
M 0: distance matrix of transformed data,
K = {r1, .., rn|ri 2 U}: set of known samples,
E: an identifier to denote the target record rE
Output: U 0 ✓ U : portion of the universe where the target record is located
1 s U
2 for each pair (rA, rB) 2 K do
3 Build the hypersphere SrA, (rA,rB) and open hyperball BrA, (rA,rB)
4 ifM 0A,B < M 0A,E then
5 s s  (BrA, (rA,rB) [ SrA, (rA,rB))
6 end
7 else ifM 0A,B > M 0A,E then
8 s s \BrA, (rA,rB)
9 end
10 else
11 s s \ SrA, (rA,rB)
12 end
13 Build the hypersphere SrB , (rA,rB) and open hyperball BrB , (rA,rB)
14 ifM 0A,B < M 0B,E then
15 s s  (BrB , (rA,rB) [ SrB , (rA,rB))
16 end
17 else ifM 0A,B > M 0B,E then
18 s s \BrB , (rA,rB)
19 end
20 else
21 s s \ SrB , (rA,rB)
22 end
23 Build the equidistant hyperplane HrArB and resulting open half-spaces PrA , PrB
24 ifM 0A,E > M 0B,E then
25 s s \ PrB
26 end
27 else ifM 0A,E < M 0B,E then
28 s s \ PrA
29 end
30 else
31 s s \HrArB
32 end
33 end
34 return s
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same approach to the distances between (rA, rB) and (rB, rE) to obtain the three steps
between lines 13-22: Between lines 14-16 we apply Observation 1, between lines 17-19
we apply Observation 3, and between lines 20-22 we apply Observation 2. Afterwards,
between lines 23-32, we apply Observations 4, 5 and 6. Specifically, between lines 24-26
we apply Observation 4, between lines 27-29 we apply Observation 6, and between lines
30-32 we apply Observation 5. On line 34, we return the final result after all pruning.
5.2.2 Implementation and Noise Resilience
As can be seen in Algorithm 3, our attack involves many union, intersection and difference
operations. These are non-trivial to implement in continuous n-dimensional space. For
the sake of reproducibility, we comment on the specifics of our implementation.
We implement the attack by discretizing the search space: We assume that the uni-
verse U is made up of uniform n-dimensional cells. Smaller the cells are, higher the total
number of cells and finer the granularity of the attack will be. However, due to the in-
creased number of cells, execution time will also be higher. We take a defensive approach
when we prune cells, that is, in each pruning decision we prune only those cells that can
be completely pruned off the search space. For example, consider Figure 5.2. When we
prune the half-space PrA , we only prune those cells that are completely contained by PrA .
For all borderline cells (e.g., those that lie on L) we keep them instead of pruning them.
As such, we guarantee that we never over-prune, e.g., if in Figure 5.2 we prune cell Y
then we would have over-pruned by removing the portion that is to the right of L, which
includes area that rE could actually be located in. This would violate the correctness of
our attack. On the other hand, by not pruning cell Y we also keep the portion in cell Y that
is to the left of L, which we are certain that rE is not located in. We ideally would like to
prune the latter portions off, but since our cells were too coarse (i.e., too big) in this case,
we could not do so. On the other hand, we safely prune cell X since the whole cell lies
within PrA .
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Figure 5.2: Discretization of the universe using uniform 2-dimensional cells.
Next, we comment on the noise resilience of the attack. As noted in Section 2.1, one
of the prominent techniques in data privacy is additive perturbation, which adds noise
to the published information. Thus, it is interesting to make our attack resilient to the
addition of noise. Note that noise addition will likely destroy the relation-preservingness
of a transformation, and the correctness of our attack can no longer be guaranteed. That
is, given data space U the attack may output that rE resides in space U 0, but in fact rE
resides in U   U 0.
Algorithm 3 is not resilient to noise, since it prunes a region of the search space imme-
diately when one pair decides that that region should be pruned. For instance, let (rC , rD)
be a pair that decides to prune cell X when searching for target record rE . Algorithm 3
would immediately prune X from the search space variable s and proceed. This is not
problematic in the non-noisy case. However, in the noisy case, M 0C,E , M 0D,E or M 0C,D
may be inaccurate due to the added noise. Thus, (rC , rD)’s decision to prune X could be
wrong.
To account for these cases, we implemented a voting mechanism. For each cell, we
keep track of the pairs of points that have voted in favor of pruning that cell. If, at any
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point, the number of votes for pruning cellX exceeds an input voting threshold, we prune
X off the search space. The voting threshold depends simply on the number of known
points. That is, let t denote the voting threshold. If t% of the point pairs vote in favor of
pruning X , then X will be pruned. We use the voting mechanism only when the data is
noisy (i.e., the transformation is not guaranteed to be relation-preserving).
Having presented our implementation details, we can now discuss metrics for mea-
suring the accuracy and success rate of our attack. Following the inputs and outputs of
Algorithm 3, we use the following transcript to denote the attack: A(U,M 0, K,E) = U 0,
where A denotes the attack, (U,M 0, K,E) denote the four parameters our attack takes as
inputs (as described in Algorithm 3), and U 0 is the output, i.e., the portion of the search
space that the attack claims the target record rE is located in. We quantify the accuracy
of our attack as follows:
Accuracy = Pr(rE 2 U 0|A(U,M 0, K,E) = U 0)
The probability boils down to the ratio of trials where the attack was right in predicting
that rE was located in portion U 0 divided by the total number of trials. We underline that
the accuracy of our attack is always 100% when there is no added noise, i.e., the data
transformation is relation-preserving.
Our second metric is success rate, which is essentially the precision of our attack.
Given that U is the universe, an attack that simply outputs A(U,M 0, K,E) = U without
doing anything achieves 100% accuracy, but it cannot be considered successful since it
is very imprecise. The success of the attack lies in its ability to identify a small portion
U 0 ✓ U that rE is located in. This is captured by the success rate metric we define below.
Let vol(.) denote the volume of a given n-dimensional region. Given A(U,M 0, K,E) =
U 0:
Success Rate =
vol(U 0)
vol(U)
In a uniform-cell based implementation, the success rate can be calculated simply by
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dividing the number of unpruned cells (i.e., those in U 0) by the total number of cells in
the universe U .
5.3 Experiments and Evaluations
5.3.1 Experiment Setup
We implemented our attack in Java and ran experiments on the relation-preserving trans-
formations of two datasets. We ran various experiments by changing the number of known
samples and the known samples themselves. In each experiment setting, we attacked mul-
tiple target records, and we report the average results.
Consider the following practical application of our attack: The data owner runs a
mobile service and collects private location check-ins of users. This data is shared with
third parties after a relation-preserving transformation. Since the attacker and a few close
friends of his are users of the mobile service, the attacker knows their check-in locations
and this constitutes his set of known points. Then, the goal of the attacker is to infer the
locations of remaining users (whose locations he cannot directly observe, since, e.g., they
are not in his social circle).
Motivated by this scenario, we use 2D location data in our experiments. The datasets
are explained below in detail.
Gowalla dataset [2]. Gowalla was a location-based social networking website where
users shared their locations by checking-in. A total of 6, 442, 890 check-ins over the
period of February 2009 and October 2010 were collected and made available1. This
dataset was recently used in other privacy related works, e.g., [77],[78]. From the Gowalla
data, we extracted those check-ins made in New York.
Istanbul dataset. We collected location data of 60, 000 vehicles in Istanbul, Turkey using
a vehicle tracking system. From this data, we extracted the last known locations of 200
randomly chosen vehicles and formed our experimental dataset. The data consists of the
vehicle ids, latitude and longitude coordinates.
1http://snap.stanford.edu/data/loc-gowalla.html
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Figure 5.3: Attacking a target with knowns=2 (half of the space is pruned)
We use our grid-based implementation explained in Section 5.2.2. We pick the grid
cell size such that the area of each cell is 0.01km2. We believe that locating an individual
within such a small area is reasonable and challenging considering the entire search space
is a big city. Given this cell size, we have a total of approximately 1.1millions cells in the
Istanbul dataset and 240k cells in the Gowalla dataset.
5.3.2 Results and Evaluations
The most interesting aspect of our attack is how success rate changes with respect to the
number of known samples. With this, we can directly infer how many samples would
be needed to locate a private target record. We run this experiment in two scenarios:
noisy and non-noisy. In the non-noisy scenario, a distance-preserving transformation is
applied to the data and the attacker observes the resulting distance matrix M 0. Since the
transformation is distance-preserving, M 0 = M , where M is the distance matrix of the
original data. In the noisy scenario, random noise is added toM 0 after the transformation.
That is, the attacker observes: M 00 = M 0 + noise. In Section 2.1 we noted previous work
on additive noise. Parallel with this previous work, we choose to add Gaussian noise to
M 0, with mean 0 and variance scaled to the variance of the actual data. We calculated that
the average noise is 16% in the noisy experiments.
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Figure 5.4: Attacking a target with knowns=2 (target lies in the perimeter of a known
sample)
Figure 5.5: Attacking a target with knowns=4
Figure 5.6: Attacking a target with knowns=4 (very small unpruned region)
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We graph our results in Figure 5.7. In the non-noisy case, the attack achieves success
rates of above 96% with 4 or more samples. Even with only 2 known samples, the attack
achieves 69% and 76% success rates on the Istanbul and Gowalla datasets respectively.
Considering that it is easy to obtain a sample of 2-4 records (e.g., check-ins of the attacker
himself and 1-3 acquaintances) we can deduce that our attack is very feasible in practice.
Thus, relation-preserving transformations are not robust against our known-sample attack.
We present the outputs of the attacks with 2 and 4 knowns in Figure 5.3, 5.4 and Figure
5.5, 5.6 respectively. Note that dark gray color denotes unpruned regions. In Figure
5.3, hyperplane pruning dividing the search space is shown. In Figure 5.4, hypersphere
pruning is shown. In Figure 5.5 and 5.6, we show that all 2-combinations of 4 known
points pruned the universe to locate the target point which in fact yield better results.
Using Figure 5.7, we also compare the success rate between noisy and non-noisy
scenarios. For the noisy scenario, we only consider the success rate of those records that
are correctly located, i.e., rE 2 U 0 given that A(U,M 0, K,E) = U 0. Compared to the
non-noisy scenario, in the noisy scenario success rate drops only by 10% in the Istanbul
dataset and 8% in the Gowalla dataset. With these numbers, it is reasonable to conclude
that the attack is resilient to additive white noise.
Next, in Figure 5.8, we show the accuracy of our attack with respect to the number of
known samples. Interestingly, accuracy drops as we have more samples. This is because
we prune for every pair of samples (see Algorithm 3) and more samples imply more
pruning iterations. Since the transformed data has noise, it is more likely to hit noisy
data with more pruning iterations. Then it becomes more likely to prune some regions
that actually contain the target record which causes accuracy loss. This gives a clear
trade-off between success rate and accuracy: If we are more aggressive by pruning many
regions, we increase our success rate by definition. However, at the same time, it becomes
more likely that the region containing the target record will also be pruned if we are too
aggressive. This would decrease our accuracy.
Bearing in mind both Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, we describe some guidelines for the
attacker. The goal of the attacker is to first remain accurate in his prediction, and second to
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a: Gowalla dataset
b: Istanbul dataset
Figure 5.7: Success rate (in percentage) in noisy and non-noisy scenarios
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make his prediction very precise by having a high success rate. Note that, if the attacker
very precisely locates his target within 0.01% of the search space but the target is not
actually located there, this is potentially a bigger problem than having a somewhat poorer
precision, e.g., 4%, but remaining accurate in the prediction. The first factor is concerned
with accuracy, while the second is concerned with success rate. As such, it is best for the
attacker to choose a setting that maximizes both, but accuracy should not be sacrificed in
favor of success rate - while vice versa is considerable.
For example, assume that the attacker is operating on the Gowalla dataset and wishes
to remain 85% accurate in his predictions. Then, by Figure 5.8, the attacker needs 4 or less
samples. The expected success rate is between 73% and 88%, according to Figure 5.7.
In general, there are two factors affecting accuracy:
1. number of samples
2. the voting threshold
We discussed the number of samples above. The voting threshold was explained in Sec-
tion 5.2.2. The attacker can set the voting threshold so high that the probability of erro-
neous pruning would be very small. We note that a third factor affecting accuracy would
be the amount of noise added to the transformed data. If the noise is high, then the data is
very distorted, and hence the accuracy would eventually drop. However, the quantity of
noise is beyond the control (and usually beyond the knowledge) of the attacker. Therefore,
we do not propose guidelines based on the amount of noise.
To better understand the factor of the voting threshold, we conduct the experiment
in Figure 5.9. Here we show the effect of the voting threshold for different number of
samples. We make the following observations: First, as the voting threshold increases,
accuracy increases. This is because a higher voting threshold implies that more point
pairs need to agree in order to prune a region, and therefore a single noisy entry is less
likely to cause an erroneous pruning. Second, as we have more samples, we should have
higher voting thresholds in order to remain accurate. This is in parallel with the results
and discussion of Figure 5.8. More samples usually cause accuracy to drop, and the
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a: Gowalla dataset
b: Istanbul dataset
Figure 5.8: Accuracy in the noisy scenario
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voting threshold should be increased to compensate that. Finally, we observe that for both
datasets, voting thresholds below 0.4 cause very inaccurate results, and a threshold of at
least 0.6 is needed to remain roughly 80% accurate.
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a: Gowalla dataset
b: Istanbul dataset
Figure 5.9: Effects of the voting threshold on accuracy
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, we studied the privacy risks of spatio-temporal data transformations. We
highlight that the distance preserving data transformation techniques are prone to privacy
breaches. We developed two different attack methods exploring the potential of a common
attack scenario with different input-output settings and the context. Our work focus on
both location and trajectory cases. A few tuples from the dataset itself is what the attacker
actually needs as background information. Then, the attacker can predict the target data of
individuals or limit the possible region as small as possible. The output of such attacks can
easily answer the questions like ”is the target passed through a specific location?” or ”has
the target been around a specific location?”. In both works, we explore through attacker’s
perspective and assume that the attacker can reach reasonable number of input data that
are highly likely to be his own data or accessible data. The attacker has also access to the
public properties of the dataset. He has access to released pairwise distances and relations.
Both of the works discuss attacks on transformed datasets of location information without
observing the transformed data itself. Only a few points from the dataset compared to the
size of the dataset are sufficient to conduct the attack.
In our first work detailed in Chapter 4, we present an attack method for discovering,
with significant confidence, if an unknown private trajectory passes (or does not pass)
through the region of interest. The region of interest could be arbitrary, and sometimes
even passing through an area constitutes a privacy attack, e.g., the adversary could learn
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if the victim attended a public protest. The attack uses a set of known trajectories (i.e.,
KT ) and their pairwise distances to the target trajectory. It works by generating a set
of candidate trajectories that resemble the target trajectory, and then studying the prop-
erties of the candidate trajectories. Our experiments on real and synthetic datasets show
that: (1) The attack can disclose, with high confidence, the locations that are visited and
not visited by the private trajectory. (2) The attack has a low probability of raising false
positives, i.e., identifying un-visited locations as visited. We believe that having a set of
known samples in a private database is a reasonable assumption in today’s world. Also,
with the introduction of trajectory querying services that rely on encryption but are not
resilient to known-sample attacks, will make the attacks like ours much more attainable.
Naively assuming that these services are safe may lead to serious disclosure risks, as this
work shows. To combat this danger, one needs additional countermeasures: E.g., limit
the number of trajectories that can be queried, or limit the number of times a trajectory
can be queried by the same user, or block distance-retrieval queries altogether. These can
be investigated as potential directions for future work. We also plan to study distance
metrics other than Euclidean distance, to see whether the attack is applicable to the set-
tings other than the trajectory data. In addition, we point out that the adversaries that have
better knowledge of the trajectories or a city’s road map can use different types of inter-
polation, e.g., polynomial or spline interpolation, rather than linear interpolation. Given
two locations (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) retrieved by the attack, these locations can be marked
on the map and the interpolation between them can be decided by taking into account the
shape and directions of the roads between them. Such a study will enable the adversary
to achieve better results when the sampling rate is low or the background information is
more limited.
In our study on location disclosure of releasing relation preserving data transforma-
tions, discussed in Chapter 5, we show the privacy risks of individual location points. The
attacker does not need to observe the transformed dataset but the relations are sufficient.
The attacker can then infer the probable locations of the target using his limited knowl-
edge from the dataset. A few known points from the dataset in the range of [2   10] is
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sufficient to carry out a successful attack. The success of the attack, as it depends on
how small the probable region, is varies in between 75% and 100%. We also examine
the noisy data set as if the data owner publishes data with deliberate noise in order to
prevent attacks. In this case, the attacker can perform the attack with less success rate
in the range of 70% - 90% when the noise is on average 16%. In the noisy case we also
discuss the accuracy of the attack with respect to the number of known data points. We
show that the accuracy tends to drop as the number of known points increases because
as the known points increase it is high chance to hit a noisy data from the relations. To
refine the attack, we propose a voting mechanism which takes the average accuracy of the
attacks up to 80%. The goal of this work is to attack relation-preserving transformations
that also allow distance matrices to change slightly. In comparison, attacks on distance-
preserving transformations assume no changes to distance matrices. Therefore attacks on
relation-preserving transformations are applicable to distance-preserving transformations
(whereas the literature mostly focuses on attacks on distance-preserving transformations).
We intend to extend our second study to allow attacks on tabular data. We theoretically
show that our attack is not limited to spatio-temporal datasets but can be applicable to
tabular data. We also plan to incorporate noise models other than Gaussian to test our
attack against different noise scenarios. Another improvement for this attack is to include
its best attack outcomes into his knowledge set after each iteration. This will increase
the known points which is the main source of information. However in this case, the
attacker’s knowledge set will contain predicted points that will decrease the certainty of
the conclusions as the number of predicted points increases. Another direction to extend
this work is to attack different transformation techniques that are known to preserve data
relations. This will eventually lead us to develop new techniques to prevent this kind of
attacks that benefits the vulnerability of released relations.
In this thesis, we study privacy risks of spatio-temporal data transformations from the
attacker’s perspective utilizing his background information and the insights of the dataset
if any. Using the common scenario in both works, we focus on trajectories and individual
location points. We show that data transformation techniques preserving distances among
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the dataset as well as their relations are prone to such kind of attacks. As a future work,
although the alternative techniques developed so far discussed in Chapter 2, one should
consider preventive countermeasures to develop a privacy preserving transformation that
maintains the pairwise distances and the relations but at the same time prevent such attacks
studied in this thesis.
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